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This document has been motivated by a course entitled From Raviart-Thomas to HDG,
which I have prepared for Ca´diz Nume´rica 2013 – Course and Encounter on Numerical
Analysis (Ca´diz, Spain – June 2013). It is an introduction to the techniques for local
analysis of classical mixed methods for diffusion problems and how they motivate the
Hybridizable Discontinuous Galerkin method. They assume knowledge of basic techniques
on Finite Element Analysis, but not of Mixed Finite Element Methods. Many estimates
(especially those fitting in the general category of scaling arguments) are carried out
with almost excruciating detail. All final bounds are given for solutions with maximal
regularity. This being an introductory text, no attempt has been made at dealing with
complicated or anisotropic meshes, or at producing estimates for solutions with very low
regularity. I have preferred to give most technical results in a theorem-and-proof format,
but have kept a more argumentative (while fully rigorous) tone for the main estimates of
the three families of methods we will be dealing with. I have also tried to give some precise
references to original sources, but have not been extremely thorough in this, partially
because of not being able to discern who-was-first in some particular instances.
Corrections and suggestions are welcome.
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1 Getting ready
This section gives a collection of transformation techniques, equalities, and bounds to
relate quantities defined in physical variables to quantities in a reference configuration.
They belong to the category of what the FEM community calls scaling arguments. I will
not be using anything specific from FEM theory, but the arguments will be familiar to
anyone aware of these techniques: proper introductions can be found in classic books as
Ciarlet’s [11], Brenner and Scott’s [6] or Braess’s [5].
1.1 A personal view of Piola transforms
Reference configurations. To fix ideas, let pK be the reference triangle/tetrahedron
pK :“ tpx P Rd : pxi ě 0, @i, e ¨ px ď 1u, where e “ p1, . . . , 1qJ.
Given a general triangle/tetrahedron, we consider fixed affine invertible maps
F : pK Ñ K, G :“ F´1 : K Ñ pK
2
and will denote
B :“ DF, B´1 “ DG, |J | :“ | det B|.
At the present moment it is not necessary to show dependence on K of all of these
quantities. We will also consider a piecewise constant function |a| : B pK Ñ R containing
the absolute value of the determinant of the tangential derivative matrix of F|B pK . In
particular ż
K
f “
ż
pK f ˝ F |J |,
ż
BK
f “
ż
B pK f ˝ F|B pK |a|.
Note that the latter equality is not a typical application of the change of variable formula
(that applies on volumes) but the possibility of parametrizing both surface integrals from
the same sets of coordinates. Outward pointing unit normal fields will be denoted n :
BK Ñ Rd and pn : B pK Ñ Rd.
Changes of variables. We will deal with three types of fields: scalar fields defined
on the volume u, vector fields defined on the volume q, and scalar fields defined on the
boundary µ. For reasons we will repeatedly see, inner products are often better understood
as duality products. We will then write
pu, u˚qK :“
ż
K
u u˚, pq,q˚qK :“
ż
K
q ¨ q˚, xµ, µ˚yBK :“
ż
BK
µµ˚
thinking momentarily that starred quantities are dual variables and unstarred quantities
are primal. The rules for changes of variables are given as follows
Primal u : K Ñ R pu :“ u ˝ F,
q : K Ñ Rd pq :“ |J |B´1q ˝ F
µ : BK Ñ R pµ :“ µ ˝ F|B pK
Dual u˚ : K Ñ R qu :“ |J | u˚ ˝ F,
q˚ : K Ñ Rd q :“ BJq˚ ˝ F
µ˚ : BK Ñ R qµ˚ :“ |a|µ˚ ˝ F|B pK
so that we can change variables in inner/duality products
pu, u˚qK “ ppu, qu˚q pK , (1a)
pq,q˚qK “ ppq, q˚q pK , (1b)
xµ, µ˚yBK “ xpµ, qµ˚yB pK . (1c)
These set of rules might be somewhat whimsical, but there are many reasons for them.
The best (and deepest) explanations go through p´forms, a context where this and much
more makes complete sense. The interest reader might want to have a look at the massive
work or Douglas Arnold, Richard Falk, and Ragnar Winther [3] and [4], where all of this
(and considerably more) is given a very general treatment.
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A remark on restrictions. The restriction to BK of a function u : K Ñ R (be it a
trace restriction or a more classical one) will be denoted either u|BK or just u. Normal
restrictions of vector fields q : K Ñ Rd, will just be denoted q ¨ n. Note thatyu|BK “ pu|B pK , (2)
a property that is not satisfied by the check transformations.
Changes of variables and operators. The following result shows how the gradient
and divergence operators, and the normal trace to the boundary transform primal quan-
tities to dual quantities.
Proposition 1.1 (Changes of variables). For smooth enough fields,xdiv pq “ ~div q, (3a)p∇ pu “ |∇u, (3b)pq ¨ pn “~q ¨ n, (3c)
and therefore
pdiv q, uqK “ pxdiv pq, puq pK , (4a)
pq,∇uqK “ ppq, p∇puq pK , (4b)
xq ¨ n, µyBK “ xpq ¨ pn, pµyB pK . (4c)
Proof. This moment is as good as any other to learn how to use fast index notation:
repeated subindices will be automatically added, and a comma followed by one or more
indices denotes differentiation w.r.t. the corresponding variable. Note that pDFqij “
Bij “ Fi,j. Differentiating in pu “ u ˝ F, we havepu,i “ pu,j ˝ FqFj,i “ Bjiu,j ˝ F,
which is (3b). All other formulas can be proved using duality arguments. We will do
some of them by hand. For instance, the formula
q “ |J |´1Bpq ˝G precall that G “ F´1q,
is written componentwise as
qi “ |J |
´1Bijpqj ˝G
and leads to
qi,i “ |J |
´1Bijppqj,k ˝GqGk,i (chain rule)
“ |J |´1BijB
´1
ki pqj,k ˝G pDG “ B´1q
“ |J |´1δkjpqj,k ˝G pB´1B “ Iq
“ |J |´1pqj,j ˝G,
that is, |J |qi,i ˝F “ pqi,i, which proves (3a). The changes of variables (3a) and (3b) and the
integral rules (1) –which motivated our notation–, imply (4a) and (4b). The divergence
theorem proves then (4c). It then follows from (1) that
x~q ¨ n´ pq ¨ pn, pµyB pK “ 0.
Taking pµ “~q ¨ n´ pq ¨ pn, (3c) follows.
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1.2 Scaling inequalities
Some no-brainers. We start with quite obvious changes of variables for integrals
}u}K ď |J |
´1{2 }pu} pK , }pu} pK ď |J |1{2}u}K (obviously equal) (5a)
}q}K ď |J |
´1{2}B} }pq} pK , }pq}K ď |J |1{2}B´1} }q}K, (5b)
}µ}BK ď }a}
1{2
L8}pµ} pK }pµ}B pK ď }a´1}1{2L8}µ}BK . (5c)
At this precise point, we start assuming that there is a collection of triangles/tetrahedra
Th. The diameter ofK is denoted hK . We typically write h :“ maxKPTh hK . The collection
Th is called shape-regular when hK ď CρK , where ρK is the diameter of the largest ball
that we can insert in K. This definition includes a constant C “ CpThq that always
exists. For it to make sense with C independent of h, we have to assume that there is
actually a collection of triangulations Th, that are just tagged with this general parameter
h. Readers are supposed to be in the know of this FEM abuse of notation, and we will
not insist on this any longer. Wiggled inequalities will be extremely useful to avoid the
introduction of constants that are independent of h, possibly different in each occurence:
ah À bh means ah ď C bh with C ą 0 independent of h,
and
ah « bh means ah À bh À ah.
Shape-regularity implies
}BK} À hK , }B
´1
K } À h
´1
K (6a)
|JK | À h
d
K , |JK |
´1 À h´dK p|JK | « h
d
Kq (6b)
}aK}L8 À h
d´1
K , }a
´1
K }L8 À h
1´d
K , (6c)
and then (5) ends up being
}u}K « h
d
2
K}pu} pK , }q}K « h1´ d2K }pq} pK , }µ}BK « h d´12 }pµ}B pK . (7)
Sobolev seminorms. When derivatives are introduced (through Sobolev seminorms),
the scaling properties for scalar volume fields are well known
|u|m,K À |J |
1{2}B´1}m|pu|
m, pK , (8a)
|pu|m, pK À |J |´1{2}B}m|u|m,K . (8b)
Applying these inequalities to the components of pq ˝G, we can prove
|q|m,K À |J |
´1{2}B} }B´1}m|pq|m, pK , (8c)
|pq|
m, pK À |J |1{2}B´1} }B}m|q|m,K . (8d)
This and shape-regularity (6) yield
|u|m,K « h
d
2
´m|pu|m, pK , |q|m,K « h1´ d2´m|pq|m, pK . (9)
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2 The Raviart-Thomas projection
In this section, we will review some well-known (and some not so well-known) facts about
the natural interpolation operator associated to the Raviart-Thomas space. The RT space
is named after Pierre-Arnaud Raviart and Jean-Marie Thomas. Their original and very
often quoted paper [20] contains a two-dimensional finite element for the Hpdiv,Ωq space,
which is slightly different from the one that is now known as the RT space. The three
dimensional space is one of the many elements that appears in the first of the two big
finite element papers by Jean-Claude Ne´de´lec [18].
2.1 Facts you might (not) know about polynomials
Polynomials. Polynomials in d variables with (total) degree at most k will be denoted
Pk. It is often convenient to recall the dimension by reminding the reader where the
polynomials are defined. To avoid being too wordy, here’s some fast notation:
• PkpKq, where K P Th, is the space of polynomials of degree at most k defined on
the element K.
• Whenever needed, we will just write P´1pKq “ 0, to avoid singling out some par-
ticular cases.
• PkpKq :“ PkpKq
d.
• rPkpKq are homogeneous polynomials of degree k.
• m P P1pKq
d is the function mpxq :“ x. There is a tradition to call this function
just x, but then px has two possible meanings, one as the variable in the reference
element, and the other one as the function
pmppxq “ |J |ppx ` B´1bq, where b “ Fp0q. (10)
• EpKq is the set of edges of the triangle K or faces of the tetrahedron K (so that
YePEpKqe “ BK. I’ll be lazy enough to call everything a face, while using the letter
e (as in edge) to refer to these edges/faces.
• Pkpeq with e P EpKq is the space of (d´ 1)-variate polynomials on tangential coor-
dinates.
• RkpBKq “
ś
ePEpKqPkpeq are piecewise polynomial functions on BK.
Easy facts about dimensions:
dimPkpKq “
ˆ
k ` d
d
˙
, dim rPkpKq “ dimPkpeq “ ˆk ` d´ 1
d´ 1
˙
,
dimRkpBKq “ pd` 1q
ˆ
k ` d´ 1
d´ 1
˙
.
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Two more spaces we will use are
PKk pKq :“ tu P PkpKq : pu, vqK “ 0 @v P Pk´1pKqu,
P
K
k pKq :“ P
K
k pKq
d “ tq P PkpKq : pq, rqK “ 0 @r P Pk´1pKqu.
The following decompositions are direct orthogonal sums
PkpKq “ Pk´1pKq ‘ P
K
k pKq, PkpKq “ Pk´1pKq ‘P
K
k pKq.
It is also clear that
dimPKk pKq “ dim rPkpKq “ dimPkpeq, e P EpKq. (11)
Lemma 2.1.
(a) If u P PKk pKq satisfies u|e “ 0 on some e P EpKq, then u “ 0.
(b) If q P PKk pKq satisfies q ¨ n “ 0 on BK, then q “ 0.
Proof. Part (a) is quite simple. The face e is contained in the hyperplane ppxq “ x¨ne´c “
0, and then u “ p v, where v P Pk´1pKq. But then,
0 “ pu, vqK “ pp v, vqK “ pp, v
2qK while p ă 0 in K,
so v “ 0. To prove part (b), we use (a) applied to the polynomial q ¨ne for each e P EpKq.
Then q ¨ ne “ 0 in K for every e P EpKq. This shows that q “ 0. Note that the result
also holds if q ¨ n “ 0 on BKze, for any e P EpKq, since only d normal vectors are needed
to have a basis of Rd.
Lemma 2.2. The following decomposition is a direct orthogonal sum:
RkpBKq “ tu|BK : u P P
K
k pKqu ‘ tq ¨ n : q P P
K
k pKqu. (12)
Proof. By Lemma 2.1, the operators R1 : P
K
k pKq Ñ RkpBKq and R2 : P
K
k pKq Ñ RkpBKq,
given by
R1u :“ u|BK , R2q :“ q ¨ n,
are one-to-one. On the other hand
xR1u,R2qyBK “ xu,q ¨ nyBK “ p∇u,qqK ` pu, divqqK “ 0,
since ∇u P Pk´1pKq and div q P Pk´1pKq. This means that the sum RangeR1‘RangeR2
(the right-hand side of (12)) is orthogonal. The result follows from an easy dimension
count:
dimpRangeR1 ‘ RangeR2q “ dimRangeR1 ` dimRangeR2 (direct sum)
“ dimPKk pKq ` dimP
K
k pKq (R1 and R2 are 1-1)
“ pd` 1qdimPKk pKq
“ dimRkpBKq. (by (11))
This finishes the proof. (This simple lemma appears in [16].)
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Polynomials and Piola transforms. It is also easy to note that polynomials are
preserved by the changes of variables, in both possible roles of primal and dual functions:
Primal u P PkpKq ðñ pu P Pkp pKq,
q P PkpKq ðñ pq P Pkp pKq,
µ P RkpBKq ðñ pµ P RkpB pKq,
Dual u˚ P PkpKq ðñ qu˚ P Pkp pKq,
q˚ P PkpKq ðñ q˚ P Pkp pKq,
µ˚ P RkpBKq ðñ qµ˚ P RkpB pKq.
These relations and (1) show that the spaces PKk pKq and P
K
k pKq are also preserved with
the changes of variables:
Primal u P PKk pKq ðñ pu P PKk p pKq,
q P PKk pKq ðñ pq P PKk p pKq,
Dual u˚ P PKk pKq ðñ qu˚ P PKk p pKq,
q˚ P PKk pKq ðñ q˚ P PKk p pKq.
2.2 The space and the projection
The Raviart-Thomas space. The RT space in K is defined as
RT kpKq :“ PkpKq ‘m rPkpKq (recall that mpxq “ x).
It is quite obvious that
PkpKq Ă RT kpKq Ă Pk`1pKq,
both inclusions being proper, and
dimRT kpKq “ d
ˆ
k ` d
d
˙
`
ˆ
k ` d´ 1
d´ 1
˙
“ dimPk´1pKq ` dimRkpBKq. (13)
(The last equality takes one minute to prove.) Slightly less obvious facts are collected in
the next proposition.
Proposition 2.3.
(a) q ¨ n P RkpBKq for all q P RT kpKq.
(b) q P RT kpKq if and only if pq P RT kp pKq.
(c) If div q “ 0 with q P RT kpKq, then q P PkpKq.
(d) divRT kpKq “ PkpKq.
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Proof. It is clear that to prove (a)-(b) we only need to worry about functions m p, where
p P rPkpKq. It is also clear that m ¨n P R0pBKq (the faces are parts of planes with normal
vector n, so x ¨ n “ c). Then pm pq|BK ¨ n P R0pBKq ¨RkpBKq Ă RkpBKq, which proves
(a). Part (b) follows from (10), that is from the fact that pmppxq “ |J |px ` c.
If q “ p`m p, with p P PkpKq and p P rPkpKq, then by Euler’s homogeneous function
theorem:
divpp`m pq “ divp`m ¨∇p` pdivmq p “ divp` pk` dq p P Pk´1pKq ‘ rPkpKq, (14)
and therefore p “ 0. This proves (c).
Since RT kpKq Ă Pk`1pKq, it is obvious that divRT kpKq Ď PkpKq. Given now
u P PkpKq, we write
u “ u0 ` u1 ` . . .` uk, uj P rPjpKq @j,
and then use Euler’s homogeneous function theorem and the computation in (14) to guess
p “
ˆ kÿ
j“0
1
j`d
uj
˙
m PmPkpKq Ă RT kpKq.
A simple computation shows then that divp “ u.
The Raviart-Thomas projection. Let q : K Ñ Rd be sufficiently smooth. The
RT projection is ΠRTq P RT kpKq characterized by the equations
pΠRTq, rqK “ pq, rqK @r P Pk´1pKq, (15a)
xΠRTq ¨ n, µyBK “ xq ¨ n, µyBK @µ P RkpBKq. (15b)
Attached to this projection, there is a scalar field projection, Πk, which is just the
L2pKq-projection onto PkpKq:
pΠku, vqK “ pu, vqK @v P PkpKq. (15c)
Note that as P´1pKq “ 0, equations (15a) are void for k “ 0.
Proposition 2.4 (Definition of the RT projection). Equations (15) are uniquely solvable
and therefore define a projection onto RT kpKq.
Proof. Note that (13) implies that (15) is equivalent to a square system of linear equations,
so we only need to prove uniqueness of solution. Let then q P RT kpKq satisfy
pq, rqK “ 0 @r P Pk´1pKq, (16a)
xq ¨ n, µyBK “ 0 @µ P RkpBKq. (16b)
Then
}divq}2K “ xq ¨ n, pdiv qq|BKyBK ´ pq,∇pdivqqqK “ 0
by (16a) and (16b). This implies that div q “ 0 and then, by Proposition 2.3(d), it follows
that q P PkpKq. Then (16a) means that q P P
K
k pKq, while (16b) implies that q ¨ n “ 0.
Using now Lemma 2.2(b), it follows that q “ 0.
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The commutativity property. Note that for all u P PkpKq,
pdivΠRTq, uqK “ xΠ
RTq ¨ n, uyBK ´ pΠ
RTq,∇uqK
“ xq ¨ n, uyBK ´ pq,∇uqK
“ pdivq, uqK ,
i.e.
divΠRTq “ Πkdiv q. (17)
Invariance by Piola transforms. Our next goal is to relate the RT projection in the
physical element (15) with the one defined in the reference element: given pq we look forpΠRTpq P RT kp pKq, satisfying
ppΠRTpq, rq pK “ ppq, rq pK @r P Pk´1p pKq, (18a)
xpΠRTpq ¨ pn, µyB pK “ xpq ¨ pn, µyB pK @µ P RkpB pKq. (18b)
Note that by (1)
p{ΠRTq,qrq pK “ pΠRTq, rqK “ pq, rqK “ ppq,qrq pK @r P Pk´1pKq,
and by (4c)
x{ΠRTq ¨ pn, qµyB pK “ xΠRTq ¨ n, µyBK “ xq ¨ n, µyBK “ xpq ¨ pn, qµyB pK @µ P RkpBKq.
However, since the test spaces transform well under the check rules and so does the RT
space w.r.t. the hat rule (Proposition 2.3(c)), it follows that
pΠRTpq “{ΠRTq. (19)
2.3 Estimates and liftings
By looking at the equations on the reference element (18), and using a basis of the space
RT kpKq, it is easy to see how
}pΠRTpq} pK À }pq} pK ` }pq ¨ pn}B pK À }pq}1, pK @pq P H1p pKq :“ H1p pKqd. (20)
This inequality actually shows how the RT projection is well defined onH
1
2
`εp pKq, which is
a space that guarantees the existence of a classical trace operator, so that pq ¨ pn P L2pB pKq.
(We will not deal with these low regularity cases in these notes though.) Another easy
fact follows from a compactness argument (a.k.a. the Bramble-Hilbert lemma): since pΠRT
preserves the space Pkp pKq Ă RT kp pKq, then
}pq´ pΠRTpq} pK À |pq|k`1, pK @pq P Hk`1p pKq. (21)
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Proposition 2.5 (Estimates for the RT projection). On shape-regular triangulations and
for sufficiently smooth q,
(a) }ΠRTq}K À }q}K ` hK |q|1,K ,
(b) }q´ΠRTq}K À h
k`1
K |q|k`1,K ,
(c) }divq ´ divΠRTq}K À h
k`1
K |div q|k`1,K .
Proof. The results follow from the estimates in the reference element (20)-(21), the rela-
tion between the projection and the projection on the reference element (19), and scaling
arguments (7) and (9) (or their more primitive forms in (5) and (8)). For instance
}ΠRTq}K ď |JK |
´1{2}BK}}
{ΠRTq} pK (by (5))
“ |JK |
´1{2}BK}}pΠRTpq} pK (by (19))
À |JK |
´1{2}BK}}pq}1, pK (by (20))
À }BK} }B
´1
K } p}q}K ` }BK} |q|1,Kq. (by (5) and (8))
Similarly
}q´ΠRTq}K ď |J |
´1{2}BK} }pq´{ΠRTq} pK (by (5))
“ |JK |
´1{2}BK} }pq´ pΠRTpq} pK (by (19))
À |JK |
´1{2}BK} |pq|k`1, pK (by (21), i.e., Bramble-Hilbert)
ď }B´1K } }BK}
k`2|q|k`1,K . (by (8))
From these inequalities to (a) and (b) we only need to use the shape-regularity bounds (6).
To prove (c) we use the commutation property (17) and a bunch of scaling arguments:
}divq´ divΠRTq}K “ }div q´ Πkdivq}K (by commutativity (17))
“ |JK |
´1{2}zdivq ´ {Πkdiv q} pK (by (5))
“ |JK |
´1{2}zdivq ´ pΠkzdiv q} pK (easy argument)
À |JK |
´1{2|zdiv q|k`1, pK (compactness-Bramble-Hilbert)
ď }BK}
k`1|divq|k`1,K . (by (8))
The result now follows readily.
Proposition 2.6 (RT local lifting of the normal trace). There exists a linear operator
LRT : RkpBKq Ñ RT kpKq such that
pLRTµq ¨ n “ µ and }LRTµ}K À h
1{2
K }µ}BK @µ P RkpBKq.
Proof. Let q “ LRTµ P RT kpKq be defined as
q :“ |JK |
´1BKpq ˝GK ,
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where pq P RT kp pKq is the solution of the discrete equations in the reference domain:
ppq, rq pK “ 0 @r P Pk´1p pKq, (22a)
xpq ¨ pn, ξyB pK “ xqµ, ξyB pK @ξ P RkpB pKq. (22b)
Note that by (4c)
xq ¨ n, ξyBK “ xpq ¨ pn, pξyB pK “ xqµ, pξyB pK “ xµ, ξyBK @ξ P RkpBKq,
and therefore q ¨ n “ µ. Also
}q}K ď |JK |
´1{2}BK}}pq} pK (by (5b))
À |JK |
´1{2}BK} }qµ}B pK (finite dimensional argument on (22))
À |JK |
´1{2}BK} }a}
1{2
L8}µ}BK , (simple argument based on (5c))
and the bound follows from estimating all the above geometric quantities using (6)
À |JK |
´1{2}BK} }a}
1{2
L8 À h
´ d
2
K hKh
d´1
2
K “ h
1{2
K .
This finishes the proof.
More jargon. When in the middle of a Finite Element argument, we use that we
are dealing with polynomials of a fixed degree (or any finite dimensional space) on the
reference domain, it is common to refer to the argument as a finite dimensional argument.
This leads to inequalities with constants depending on polynomial degrees and dimension,
but on nothing else.
3 Projection-based analysis of RT
In this section we are going to develop a fully detailed analysis of the RT approximation
of the system
κ´1q`∇u “ 0 in Ω, (23a)
divq “ f in Ω, (23b)
u “ u0 on Γ :“ BΩ, (23c)
where Ω is a polygonal/polyhedral domain, f P L2pΩq, κ P L8pΩq is strictly positive (so
that κ´1 P L8pΩq as well). We are not going to use any of the results of the Brezzi theory
of mixed problems [7]. Our approach is going to be more local and much less elegant.
(It has to be noted, that Brezzi’s theory and Fortin’s inversion of the discrete divergence
[17] will be constantly in the background, and we will just be repeating ideas that can be
expressed in more abstract terms.)
It is very simple to see (no need of mixed variational formulation) that problem (23)
has a unique solution pq, uq P Hpdiv,Ωq ˆH1pΩq, where
Hpdiv,Ωq :“ tq P L2pΩq :“ L2pΩqd : divq P L2pΩqu.
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Discretization. For discretization let us consider a conforming partition Th of Ω into
triangles/tetrahedra, and the discrete spaces
Vh :“
ź
KPTh
RT hpKq “ tqh : ΩÑ R
d : qh|K P RT kpKq @K P Thu, (24a)
Wh :“
ź
KPTh
PkpKq “ tuh : ΩÑ R : uh|K P PkpKq @K P Thu, (24b)
Vdivh :“ Vh XHpdiv,Ωq. (24c)
The RT approximation of (23) is a simple Galerkin scheme for a variational formulation
of (23) obtained after integrating by parts in (23a), which naturally incorporates the BC
(23c): we look for
pqh, uhq P V
div
h ˆWh (25a)
satisfying
pκ´1qh, rqΩ ´ puh, div rqΩ “ ´xu0, r ¨ nyΓ @r P V
div
h , (25b)
pdiv qh, vqΩ “ pf, vqΩ @v P Wh. (25c)
Existence and uniqueness of solution of (25) will follow from the arguments in the next
section. Instead of using this Galerkin formulation we will insert Lagrange multipliers
to handle the continuity of the normal components of qh across element interfaces: this
leads to a formulation with three fields due to Douglas Arnold and Franco Brezzi [1]. In
Section 4 we will show how to eliminate then interior fields in order to to build a discrete
system that has lost the saddle point structure and only contains degrees of freedom on
the faces.
3.1 The Arnold-Brezzi formulation
Imposing continuity of the normal components. The key idea leading to the next
equivalent presentation of equations (25) is an observation about what conditions func-
tions in Vh must satisfy in order to belong to the space V
div
h . Let K1, K2 P Th meet in one
face K1 XK2 “ e, with e P Eh. Given qh P Vh, it is easy to prove (based on Proposition
2.3(a)) that
qh P V
div
h ùñ xqh|K1 ¨ n1 ` qh|K2 ¨ n2, µye “ 0 @µ P Pkpeq. (26)
Instead of writing the matching condition in the right-hand side of (26) for each interior
e P Eh looking for the elements on both sides of e, we can do as follows. For q : Ω Ñ R
d
and µ : Yte : e P Ehu Ñ R, we write
xq ¨ n, µyBThzΓ :“
ÿ
KPTh
xq|K ¨ nK , µyBKzΓ. (27)
We then consider the space
Mh :“
ź
ePEh
Pkpeq “ tµ : Yte : e P Ehu Ñ R : µ|e P Pkpeq @e P Ehu, (28)
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and finally group all conditions in (26) as
xqh ¨ n, µyBThzΓ “ 0 @µ P Mh. (29)
This condition is then not only necessary but sufficient, that is, given qh P Vh, condition
(29) is equivalent to the property qh P V
div
h . It is to be noticed that condition (29) does
not use the entire space Mh but only the subspace
M˝h :“ tµ PMh : µ|Γ “ 0u.
The remaining part is the space
MΓh :“ tµ PMh : µ|e “ 0 @e P E
˝
hu ”
ź
ePEh eĂΓ
Pkpeq,
where E˝h is the set of interior faces.
Reaching the formulation. The side condition (27) will be compensated with the
inclusion of a Lagrange multiplier, which will end up being an approximation of u on
the skeleton of the triangulation (on the union of all faces of all the elements). Equation
(25c) is naturally local, since the space Wh is a product space of polynomial spaces
on the elements. Instead of using (25b), we will consider a similar equation based on
each element. Note that we will not do any passage through the reference element in the
remainder of this section, which will allow us to use the hat symbol to refer to a particular
unknown of the discrete system. We then look for
pqh, uh, puhq P Vh ˆWh ˆMh (30a)
satisfying for all K P Th
pκ´1qh, rqK ´ puh, div rqK ´ xpuh, r ¨ nyBK “ 0 @r P RT kpKq, (30b)
pdivqh, wqK “ pf, wqK @w P PkpKq, (30c)
as well as
xqh ¨ n, µyBThzΓ “ 0 @µ PM
˝
h , (30d)
xpuh, µyΓ “ xu0, µyΓ @µ PMΓh . (30e)
These equations can be written in global form using the following notation
pu, vqTh “
ÿ
KPTh
pu, vqK, xq ¨ n, µyBTh “
ÿ
KPTh
xq ¨ n, µyBK
(compare with (27)) and adding the contributions of all the elements in the local equations
(30b) and (30c). The Th-subscripted bracket will emphasize the fact that differential
operators are applied element by element.
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We look for
pqh, uh, puhq P Vh ˆWh ˆMh (31a)
satisfying
pκ´1qh, rqTh ´ puh, div rqTh ` xpuh, r ¨ nyBTh “ 0 @r P Vh, (31b)
pdivqh, wqTh “ pf, wqTh @w PWh, (31c)
xqh ¨ n, µyBThzΓ “ 0 @µ PM
˝
h , (31d)
xpuh, µyΓ “ xu0, µyΓ @µ PMΓh . (31e)
Proposition 3.1 (Unique solvability).
(a) Equations (31) are uniquely solvable.
(b) The solution of (31) solves (25).
(c) A solution of (25) can be added a field puh P Mh to be a solution of (31).
Proof. Since Mh ” M
˝
h ‘M
Γ
h , existence of solution of (31) follows from uniqueness. Let
then pqh, uh, puhq P Vh ˆWh ˆMh be a solution of
pκ´1qh, rqTh ´ puh, div rqTh ` xpuh, r ¨ nyBTh “ 0 @r P Vh, (32a)
pdiv qh, wqTh “ 0 @w PWh, (32b)
xqh ¨ n, µyBThzΓ “ 0 @µ P M
˝
h , (32c)
xpuh, µyΓ “ 0 @µ P MΓh . (32d)
Testing these equations with pqh, uh,´puh,´qh ¨ nq and adding the results, we show that
pκ´1qh,qhqTh “ 0 and hence qh “ 0. Let us now go back to (32a), which after integration
by parts and localization on a single element yields for all K P Th
p∇uh, rqK ` xuh ´ puh, r ¨ nyBK “ 0 @r P RT kpKq. (33)
We now construct p P RT kpKq satisfying
pp, rqK “ 0 @r P Pk´1pKq, (34a)
xp ¨ n, µyBK “ xuh ´ puh, µyBK @µ P RkpBKq. (34b)
(Note that these are the same equations that define the RT projection (15) and the local
RT lifting of Section 2.3.) Using this function as the test function in (33), we prove that
0 “ p∇uh,pqK ` xuh ´ puh,p ¨ nyBK “ xuh ´ puh, uh ´ puhyBK ,
where we have used µ “ uh ´ puh P RkpBKq in (34b). Hence uh ´ puh “ 0 on BK and (33)
shows then (take r “ ∇uh) that uh ” cK in K and puh “ uh ” cK on BK. Since each
interior face value of puh is reached from different elements, it is easy to see that we have
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proved that uh ” c and puh ” c. However, equation (32d) implies that puh “ 0 on Γ, and
the proof of uniqueness of solution of (31) is thus finished.
To prove (b), note first that (31d) implies that qh P V
div
h . On the other hand, if we
test equation (31b) with r P Vdivh Ă Vh, it follows that
0 “pκ´1qh, rqTh ´ puh, div rqTh ` xpuh, r ¨ nyBTh
pκ´1qh, rqΩ ´ puh, div rqΩ ` xpuh, r ¨ nyΓ (r P Vdivh )
pκ´1qh, rqΩ ´ puh, div rqΩ ` xu0, r ¨ nyΓ. (by (31e))
This easily shows that any solution of (31) solves the traditional RT equations (25).
Let now pqh, uhq solve (25). It is clear that equations (31c) and (31d) are satisfied.
We now look for puh PMh such that
xpuh, r ¨ nyBTh “ ´pκ´1qh, rqBTh ` puh, div rqTh @r P Vh. (35)
The argument to show that (35) has a unique solution is simple. Uniqueness follows from
the fact that if µ PMh, there exists r P Vh such that xµ, r ¨nyBTh “ xµ, µyBTh (this is done
by using local liftings of the normal trace). To prove existence of solution, note that if
r P Vh is such that xµ, r ¨nyBTh “ 0 for all µ PMh, then r P V
div
h and r ¨n “ 0 on Γ, but in
that case, by (25b), the right hand side of (35) vanishes. This means that the right-hand
side is orthogonal to the kernel of the transpose system. Then, by construction, (31b) is
satisfied. Finally, if µ PMΓh , we can easily find r P V
div
h such that r ¨ n “ µ on Γ. Then
xpuh, µyΓ “ xpuh, r ¨ nyΓ (by construction)
“ xpuh, r ¨ nyBTh pr P Vdivh q
“ ´pκ´1qh, rqTh ` puh, div rqTh (by (35))
“ xu0, r ¨ nyΓ, (by (25b), since r P V
div
h )
which is the missing equation in the decoupled formulation (31).
3.2 Energy estimates
The error equations. Let us first recall the RT equations
pκ´1qh, rqTh ´ puh, div rqTh ` xpuh, r ¨ nyBTh “ 0 @r P Vh, (36a)
pdiv qh, wqTh “ pf, wqTh @w PWh, (36b)
xqh ¨ n, µyBThzΓ “ 0 @µ P M
˝
h , (36c)
xpuh, µyΓ “ xu0, µyΓ @µ P MΓh , (36d)
and let us note that these equations correspond to a consistent method:
pκ´1q, rqTh ´ pu, div rqTh ` xu, r ¨ nyBTh “ 0 @r P Vh, (37a)
pdiv q, wqTh “ pf, wqTh @w PWh, (37b)
xq ¨ n, µyBThzΓ “ 0 @µ PM
˝
h , (37c)
xu, µyΓ “ xu0, µyΓ @µ PM
Γ
h . (37d)
We then consider the projections pΠq,Πu,Puq P VhˆWhˆMh defined byΠq|K :“ Π
RTq,
Πu|K :“ Πku and
xPu, µye “ xu, µye @µ P Pkpeq @e P Eh.
Next, we substitute these projections in as many instances of (37) as possible:
pκ´1q, rqTh ´ pΠu, div rqTh ` xPu, r ¨ nyBTh “ 0 @r P Vh, (38a)
pdivΠq, wqTh “ pf, wqTh @w PWh, (38b)
xΠq ¨ n, µyBThzΓ “ 0 @µ PM
˝
h , (38c)
xPu, µyΓ “ xu0, µyΓ @µ PM
Γ
h . (38d)
(Note that we have used the commutativity property (19) of the RT projection.) We then
think in terms of the following quantities:
ε
q
h :“ Πq´ qh P Vh, ε
u
h :“ Πu´ uh PWh, pεuh :“ Pu´ puh PMh. (39)
Subtracting the discrete equations (36) from (38), we get to the error equations
pκ´1εqh, rqTh ´ pε
u
h, div rqTh ` xpεuh, r ¨ nyBTh “ pκ´1pΠq´ qq, rqTh @r P Vh, (40a)
pdiv εqh, wqTh “ 0 @w PWh, (40b)
xεqh ¨ n, µyBThzΓ “ 0 @µ PM
˝
h , (40c)
xpεuh, µyΓ “ 0 @µ PMΓh . (40d)
Testing now equations (40) with pεqh, ε
u
h,´pεuh,´εqh ¨ nq, and adding the results, we obtain
the energy identity
pκ´1εqh, ε
q
hqTh “ pκ
´1pΠq´ qq, εqhqTh. (41)
The Cauchy-Schwarz inequality w.r.t. the following norm
}q}κ´1 “ }κ
´1{2q}Ω “ pκ
´1q,qq
1{2
Ω ,
provides our first convergence estimate
}Πq´ qh}κ´1 “ }ε
q
h}κ´1 ď }Πq ´ q}κ´1. (42)
On the decoupling in energy estimates. The estimate (42) is decoupled: conver-
gence properties for q depend on approximation properties provided by the space Vh, but
not on those of the space Wh. This is not the case for equations of the form
divq ` c u “ f, where c ě 0.
We will study this effect in Section 4.5.
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A flux estimate. Let p P Pk`1pKq. Then
hKxp ¨ n,p ¨ nyBK “ hKx~p ¨ n,zp ¨ nyB pK (by (1c))
“ hKxzp ¨ n, |aK |´1zp ¨ nyB pK
“ hKxp ¨ pn, |aK |´1, p ¨ pnyB pK (by (3c))
À h2´dK }p ¨ pn}2B pK (by (6))
À h2´dK }p}2pK (finite dimension)
« }p}2K . (by (7))
If we then use the norm
}µ}h :“
ˆ ÿ
KPTh
hK}µ}
2
BK
˙1{2
«
ˆ ÿ
ePEh
he}µ}
2
e
˙1{2
,
we have a bound
}εqh ¨ n}h À }ε
q
h}Ω. (43)
3.3 More convergence estimates
Lifting εuh. The key to an error analysis of uh is a lifting to ε
u
h to be the divergence of
a continuous vector field. Consider then an operator L : L2pΩq Ñ H1pΩq
divLv “ v, }L v}1,Ω À }v}Ω.
This can be done by solving a Stokes-like problem in Ω or by using an extension operator
and inverting the divergence operator in free space. Let then ξ :“ Lεuh, so that
div ξ “ εuh, }ξ}1,Ω À }ε
u
h}Ω. (44)
The error analysis is then based on using Πξ as test function in (38a) and (36a) and
subtracting the result:
pκ´1pqh ´ qq,ΠξqTh ´ pε
u
h, divΠξqTh ` xpεuh, pΠξq ¨ nyBTh “ 0. (45)
We then go ahead and study what is in (45). First of all
xpεuh, pΠξq ¨ nyBTh “ xpεuh, ξ ¨ nyBTh (definition of the RT projection)
“ xpεuh, ξ ¨ nyBThzΓ (pεuh “ 0 on Γ by (40d))
“ 0. (ξ ¨ n changes sign on internal faces)
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Then
}εuh}
2
Ω “ pε
u
h, div ξqTh (by (44))
“ pεuh,Πdiv ξqTh (ε
u
h PWh)
“ pεuh, divΠξqTh (commutativity property (17))
“ pκ´1pqh ´ qq,ΠξqTh (by the error equation (45))
ď }q´ qh}κ´1}κ
´1{2}L8}Πξ}Ω
À }κ´1{2}L8}q´ qh}κ´1}ξ}1,Ω (by Proposition 2.5)
À }q´ qh}κ´1}ε
u
h}Ω. (by (44))
This takes us to our second error estimate
}Πu´ uh}Ω “ }ε
u
h}Ω À }q´ qh}κ´1. (46)
Lifting pεuh locally. The error analysis for puh is carried out on an element-by-element
basis using the lifting operator of Proposition 2.6. Let then r :“ LRTpεuh|BK P RT kpKq, so
that
r ¨ n “ pεuh, }r}K À h1{2K }pεuh}BK . (47)
Also, using a scaling argument (and the fact that r is in a polynomial space), we show
that
hK |r|1,K À }r}K À h
1{2
K }pεuh}BK . (48)
Then
}pεuh}2BK “ xpεuh, r ¨ nyBK (by (47))
“ pεuh, div rqK ´ pκ
´1pq ´ qhq, rqK (by the error eqn (40a))
ď }εuh}K}div r}K ` }κ
´1{2pq ´ qhq}K}κ
´1{2r}K
À h´1K
ˆ
}εuh}K ` hK}κ
´1{2pq´ qhq}K
˙
h
1{2
K }pεuh}BK . (by (47) and (48))
A complete estimate can now be proved by adding the previous inequalities over all
triangles. We have then essentially proved that
}Pu´ puh}h “ }pεuh}h À }εuh}Ω ` h}q´ qh}κ´1. (49)
3.4 Superconvergence estimates by duality
Another inverse of the divergence. A superconvergence analysis for uh can be car-
ried out by using a more demanding form of writing div ξ “ εuh than the one used in (44).
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In particular, we will be using also the second of the error equations (40) in the arguments
that follow. We start by considering a dual problem
κ´1ξ ´∇θ “ 0 in Ω, (50a)
div ξ “ εuh in Ω, (50b)
θ “ 0 on Γ. (50c)
We assume the following regularity hypothesis: there exists Creg ą 0 such that
}ξ}1,Ω ` }θ}2,Ω ď Creg}ε
u
h}Ω. (51)
This estimate holds for convex domains with smooth diffusion coefficient κ.
The duality estimate. The beginning of the argument can be copied verbatim from
what we did in Section 3.3:
}εuh}
2
Ω “ pκ
´1pqh ´ qq,ΠξqTh
“ pκ´1pqh ´ qq,Πξ ´ ξqTh ` pqh ´ q, κ
´1ξqTh
“ pκ´1pqh ´ qq,Πξ ´ ξqTh ` pqh ´ q,∇θqTh. (by (50a))
The next part of the argument consists of working on the rightmost term in the previous
inequality. Then
pqh ´ q,∇θqTh “ ´pdiv pqh ´ qq, θqTh ` xpqh ´ qq ¨ n, θyBThzΓ (θ “ 0 on Γ)
“ pdiv pq´ qhq, θqTh (single-valued on BTh)
“ pf ´ Πf, θqΩ (divqh “ Πf is (36b))
“ pf ´ Πf, θ ´ ΠθqΩ.
We end up by putting everything together and using estimates of the projections
}εuh}
2
Ω “ pκ
´1pqh ´ qq,Πξ ´ ξqTh ` pqh ´ q,∇θqTh
“ pκ´1pqh ´ qq,Πξ ´ ξqTh ` pf ´Πf, θ ´ ΠθqΩ
À h}qh ´ q}κ´1|ξ|1,Ω ` h}f ´ Πf}Ω|θ|1,Ω
À h p}qh ´ q}κ´1 ` }f ´ Πf}Ωq}ε
u
h}Ω. (reg. hypothesis (51))
(The argument uses that }p´ΠRTp}K À hK |p|1,K . This can be easily proved using the
same arguments as in Proposition 2.5(b).) We have thus proved that, under the regularity
hypothesis (51),
}εuh}Ω À h
`
}qh ´ q}κ´1 ` }f ´ Πf}Ω
˘
. (52)
This bound can then be used in the right-hand side of (49) to show that
}pεuh}h À h `}qh ´ q}κ´1 ` }f ´ Πf}Ω˘.
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3.5 Summary of estimates
Approximation properties. Let start by recalling that
}q´Πq}Ω À h
k`1|q|k`1,Ω and }u´ Πu}Ω À h
k`1|u|k`1,Ω.
Also
h
1
2
K}u´ Pu}BK À h
d
2
K}pu´ xPu}B pK (change of variables (7))
“ h
d
2
K}pu´ pPpu}B pK (easy argument)
ď h
d
2
K}pu´ pΠkpu}B pK (pP gives the best aprox)
À h
d
2
K}pu´ pΠkpu}1, pK (trace theorem)
À h
d
2
K |pu|k`1, pK (compactness)
À hk`1K |u|k`1,K, (change of variables (7))
which can be collected in the estimate
}u´ Pu}h À h
k`1|u|k`1,Ω.
It is also easy to see that
}q ¨ n´Πq ¨ n}h À h
k`1|q|k`1,Ω.
This is done element-by-element, face-by-face, using the fact that Πq ¨ n|BK is the best
approximation of q¨n onRkpBKq and, therefore, we can use the previous estimate applied
to u “ q ¨ ne for every e P EpKq.
Optimal convergence. Assuming that everything is going the best way it can (solu-
tions are smooth, the regularity hypotheses holds), we can summarize the convergence
results in the following table:
}q´ qh}Ω À h
k`1 }Πq´ qh}Ω À h
k`1 (see (42))
}u´ uh}Ω À h
k`1 }Πu´ uh}Ω À h
k`2 (see (52))
}u´ puh}h À hk`1 }Pu´ puh}h À hk`2 (see (49) and (52))
}q ¨ n´ qh ¨ n}h À h
k`1 }Πq ¨ n´ qh ¨ n}h À h
k`1 (see (43) and (42))
4 Additional topics
The following section explains some topics that are related to the RT method, or more
especifically to the Arnold-Brezzi formulation of the RT method. These are general ideas
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that will apply with minimal changes to the other two methods (BDM and HDG) that we
will introduce in these notes. For reasons of notation, we will write the diffusion problem
as
κ´1q`∇u “ 0 in Ω, (53a)
divq “ f in Ω, (53b)
u “ g on Γ. (53c)
The term hybridization makes reference to the not that popular hybrid methods, where
the variational formulation is taken directly on the interfaces of the elements. (Yes, some
of them can be understood as domain decomposition methods, and yes, the ultra-weak
variational formulation UWVF is also related.) For more about hybrid methods –that we
will not touch here–, the reader is referred to Brezzi and Fortin’s book [10].
4.1 Hybridization
What is hybridization. The goal of hybridization is the reduction of the system (31) to
a linear system where only puh shows up. The remaining two variables will be reconstructed
after solving for puh, in an element-by-element fashion, easy to realize due to the fact
that equations (31b) and (31c) are local or, in other words, the spaces Vh and Wh are
completely discontinuous. For some forthcoming arguments, it’ll be practical to deal with
the space
Bh :“
ź
KPTh
RkpBKq,
and to note that Mh is the subset of Bh of functions that are single valued.
Flux due to sources. Given f : ΩÑ R, we look for
pqfh, u
f
hq P Vh ˆWh, (54a)
satisfying
pκ´1qfh, rqTh ´ pu
f
h, div rqTh “ 0 @r P Vh, (54b)
pdiv qfh, wqTh “ pf, wqTh @w P Wh. (54c)
(Existence and uniqueness of solution of (54) is straightforward to prove.) We then define
φ
f
h :“ ´q
f
h ¨ n P Bh. (55)
Local solvers and flux operators. Consider now the operator
Mh Q puh ÞÝÑ pLqppuhq,Luppuhqq “ pqh, uhq P Vh ˆWh (56a)
where
pκ´1qh, rqTh ´ puh, div rqTh ` xpuh, r ¨ nyBTh “ 0 @r P Vh, (56b)
pdiv qh, wqTh “ 0 @w P Wh. (56c)
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We then consider the flux operator φh :Mh Ñ Bh given by
φhppuhq :“ ´qh ¨ n. (56d)
Note that equations (56b)-(56c) are uniquely solvable and can be solved element by ele-
ment.
The hybridized system. We look for
puh PMh (57a)
satisfying
xφhppuhq ` φfh, µyBThzΓ “ 0 @µ P M˝h , (57b)
xpuh, µyΓ “ xg, µyΓ @µ P MΓh . (57c)
We then define
qh “ L
qppuhq ` qfh, uh “ Luppuhq ` ufh. (57d)
Note that if we subtract
puqh PMΓh satisfying xpugh, µyΓ “ xg, µyΓ @µ PMΓh ,
then the hybridized system can be written as
pu˝h PM˝h such that xφhppu˝hq, µyBThzΓ “ ´xφfh ` φhppughq, µyBThzΓ @µ P M˝h .
The hybridized bilinear form. We next focus on the bilinear form
M˝h ˆM
˝
h Q pλ, µq ÞÝÑ xφhpλq, µyBThzΓ. (58)
Let then pqh, uhq “ pL
qpλq,Lupλqq and pvh, vhq “ pL
qpµq,Lupµqq. Note that
pκ´1vh, rqTh ´ pvh, div rqTh ` xµ, r ¨ nyBTh “ 0 @r P Vh,
pdiv qh, wqTh “ 0 @w PWh,
and therefore
pκ´1vh,qhqTh ´ pvh, div qhqTh “ ´xµ,qh ¨ nyBTh
pdiv qh, vhqTh “ 0,
which implies that
xφhpλq, µyBThzΓ “ xφhpλq, µyBTh pµ PM
˝
hq,
“ ´xqh ¨ n, µyBTh (definition of φh)
“ pκ´1vh,qhqTh.
It is clear from this expression that the bilinear form is symmetric and positive semidef-
inite. On the other hand, if λ P M˝h and xφhpλq, λyBThzΓ “ 0, it is a simple exercise to
observe that pLqpλq, Lupλq, λq is a solution of the discrete equations (31) with zero right-
hand side and therefore has to vanish. This is proof of positive definiteness of the
bilinear form (58).
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4.2 A discrete Dirichlet form
Towards a primal form. The goal of this section is the proof that the system (31)
can be written in the variable uh only. This is not useful from the practical point of view,
but helps in arguments related to RT discretization of evolutionary partial differential
equations.
Lifting of Dirichlet conditions. Given g : ΓÑ R, we consider the pair
pqgh, pughq P Vh ˆMh (59a)
satisfying
pκ´1qgh, rqTh ` xpugh, r ¨ nyBTh “ 0 @r P Vh, (59b)
xqgh ¨ n, µyBThzΓ “ 0 @µ PM
˝
h , (59c)
xpugh, µyΓ “ xg, µyΓ @µ PMΓh . (59d)
(Existence and uniqueness of solutions to this problem is an easy exercise.) We then
define
Wh Q w ÞÝÑ ℓgpwq :“ pdivq
g
h, wqTh. (59e)
The RT gradient. We now consider the map
Wh Q wh ÞÝÑ pG
qpuhq,G
uˆpuhqq “ pqh, puhq P Vh ˆMh, (60a)
where
pκ´1qh, rqTh ´ puh, div rqTh ` xpuh, r ¨ nyBTh “ 0 @r P Vh, (60b)
xqh ¨ n, µyBThzΓ “ 0 @µ P M
˝
h , (60c)
xpuh, µyΓ “ 0 @µ P MΓh . (60d)
We can thus think of the bilinear form (the discrete Dirichlet form)
puh, vhq QWh ˆWh ÞÝÑ Dhpuh, whq :“ pdiv qh, vhqTh “ pdiv G
qpuhq, vhqTh . (60e)
Note that Gqpuhq is a minus gradient operator, instead of a gradient operator.
The primal form. Given f : ΩÑ R and g : ΓÑ R, we look for
uh PWh satisfying Dhpuh, wq “ pf, wqTh ´ ℓgpwq @w PWh.
Then,
qh “ q
g
h `G
qpuhq, puh “ pugh `Guˆpuhq,
and uh constitute the solution of (31). It is not difficult to figure out that the primal form
is just the Schur complement form of the traditional RT formulation (25).
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Properties of the Dirichlet form. Given puh, vhq PWh ˆWh, we consider pqh, puhq “
pGqpuhq,G
uˆpuhqq and pvh, pvhq “ pGqpvhq,Guˆpvhqq. Note that
pκ´1vh, rqTh ´ pvh, div rqTh ` xpvh, r ¨ nyBThzΓ “ 0 @r P Vh,
xqh ¨ n, µyBThzΓ “ 0 @µ PM
˝
h ,
and therefore
pκ´1vh,qhqTh ´ pvh, divqhqTh ` xpvh,qh ¨ nyBThzΓ “ 0,
xqh ¨ n, pvhyBThzΓ “ 0.
Then
Dhpuh, vhq “ pdivqh, vhqTh “ pκ
´1vh,qhqTh ,
which proves that the discrete Dirichlet form is symmetric and positive semidefinite.
Now, if Dpuh, uhq “ 0, it is easy to see how pG
qpuhq, uh,G
uˆpuhqq is a solution of (31)
with zero right-hand side, and therefore it has to vanish, which proves that the discrete
Dirichlet form is positive definite.
4.3 Stenberg postprocessing
The local postprocessing step. Assume that we have solved the RT equations (31).
We look for
u‹h P
ź
KPTh
Pk`1pKq, (61a)
satisfying for all K P Th
pκ∇u‹h,∇vqK “ pf, vqK ´ xqh ¨ n, vyBK @v P Pk`1pKq, (61b)
pu‹h, 1qK “ puh, 1qK. (61c)
This postprocessing method was first proposed by Rolf Stenberg in [21]. Note that a
simple computation shows
pκ∇u‹h,∇vqK “ pf, vqK ´ xqh ¨ n, vyBK
“ pdivq, vqK ´ xqh ¨ n, vyBK
“ ´pq,∇vqK ` xq ¨ n´ qh ¨ n, vyBK
“ pκ∇u,∇vqK ` xq ¨ n´ qh ¨ n, vyBK @v P Pk`1pKq. (62)
Some preliminary comments. Before we start anayzing this, let us introduce the
space
P
0
k`1pKq :“ tv P Pk`1pKq : pv, 1qK “ 0u,
and note that
pf, 1qK “ pdiv qh, 1qK “ xqh ¨ n, 1yBK , (63)
which means that we can decompose in an orthogonal sum
u‹h “ ch ` ωh, ch P
ź
KPTh
P0pKq, ωh P
ź
KPTh
P0k`1pKq (64a)
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and compute separately for all K P Th
pκ∇wh,∇vqK “ pf, vqK ´ xqh ¨ n, vyBK @v P P
0
k`1pKq, (64b)
pch, 1qK “ puh, 1qK (64c)
It is clear that due to (63), problems (64) and (61) are equivalent, while it is quite obvious
that problem (64) has a unique solution.
Lemma 4.1. The following inequalities hold
}v}BK À h
1{2
K |v|1,K , }v}K « hK |v|1,K @v P P
0
k`1pKq
Proof. Both inequalities follow from scaling arguments, and the following facts:
v P P0k`1pKq ðñ pv P P0k`1p pKq, (65)
}v}B pK À }v} pK « |v|1, pK @v P P0k`1p pKq. (66)
It is also important to keep in mind (2), which says that the hat symbol is not ambiguous
when applied in the interior domain or on the boundary. Then, the scaling argument is
reduced to noticing that for all v P P0k`1pKq,
}v}BK « h
d´1
2
K }pv}B pK (scaling (7) and meaning of pv)
À h
d´1
2
K |pv|1, pK (finite dimensional bound (66))
« h
1
2
K |v|1,K , (scaling (9))
and
}v}K « h
d
2
K}pv} pK (scaling (7))
« h
d
2
K |pv|1, pK (finite dimensional bound (66))
« hK |v|1,K . (scaling (9))
This finishes the proof.
Proposition 4.2 (Postprocessing). Let puh,qhq be any approximation of the solution of
(53) satisfying pf, 1qK “ xqh ¨ n, 1yBK. Then the Stenberg postprocessing (61) satisfies:
}u´ u‹h}Ω À}u´ Πk`1u}Ω `
ˆ ÿ
KPTh
h2K |u´ Πk`1u|
2
1,K
˙1{2
` }uh ´ Πku}Ω ` h}q ¨ n´ qh ¨ n}h.
If the discrete conservation property pf, 1qK “ xqh ¨ n, 1yBK does not hold, then the same
bound is satisfied by the solution of (64).
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Proof. Let
v :“ u‹h ´ Πk`1u´ Π0pu
‹
h ´ Πk`1uq
“ u‹h ´ Πk`1u´ Π0puh ´ Πkuq (by (61) and Π0Πk “ Π0 “ Π0Πk`1)
and note that v|K P P
0
k`1pKq. Then
}κ1{2∇v}2K “pκ∇pu
‹
h ´ Πk`1uq,∇vqK p∇Π0 “ 0q
“pκ∇pu´ Πk`1uq,∇vqL ` xq ¨ n´ qh ¨ n, vyBK (by (62))
ď|u´ Πk`1u|1,K}κ
1{2∇v}K}κ
1{2}L8
` h
1{2
K }q ¨ n´ qh ¨ n}BKh
´1{2
K }v}BK
À
`
|u´ Πk`1u|1,K ` h
1{2
K }q ¨ n´ qh ¨ n}BK
˘
}κ1{2∇v}K, (by Lemma 4.1)
or, in other words,
|v|21,K À |u´ Πk`1u|
2
1,K ` hK}q ¨ n´ qh ¨ n}
2
BK . (67)
Therefore
}u‹h ´ Πk`1u}
2
K “}Π0pu
‹
h ´ Πk`1uq}
2
K ` }v}
2
K (orthogonal decomp)
“}Π0puh ´ Πkuq}
2
K ` }v}
2
K (see definition of v)
À}uh ´ Πku}
2
K ` h
2
K |v|
2
1,K (by Lemma 4.1)
À}uh ´ Πku}
2
K
` h2K |u´ Πk`1u|
2
1,K ` h
3
K}q ¨ n´ qh ¨ n}
2
BK , (by (67))
and to prove the result we only need to collect the contributions of all the elements.
For the RT discretization, assuming superconvergence, the Stenberg postprocessing (61)
satisfies
}u´ u‹h}Ω À h
k`2.
4.4 A second postprocessing scheme
Another way of getting a good gradient. Since ∇u “ ´κ´1q, we can use the
approximation qh as a way of getting an improvec gradient, using uh to determine the
average of the postprocessed on each element. We then look for
u‹h P
ź
KPTh
Pk`1pKq, (68a)
satisfying for all K P Th
p∇u‹h,∇vqK “ ´pκ
´1qh,∇vqK @v P P
0
k`1pKq, (68b)
pu‹h, qqK “ puh, 1qK. (68c)
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Its analysis. Note now that
p∇u‹h,∇vqK “ p∇u,∇vqK ` pκ
´1pq´ qhq,∇vqK @v P P
0
k`1pKq.
Like in the proof of Proposition 4.2, we considerź
KPTh
P
0
k`1pKq Q v :“ u
‹
h ´ Πk`1u´ Π0pu
‹
h ´ Πk`1uq
“ u‹h ´ Πk`1u´ Π0puh ´ Πkuq, (by (68c) and Π0pΠk ´ Πk`1q “ 0)
and write
|v|21,K “ p∇pu
‹
h ´ Πk`1uq,∇vqK
“ p∇pu´ Πk`1uq,∇vqK ` pκ
´1pq´ qhq,∇vqK,
so that, using Lemma 4.1, we have bounded
h´1K }v}K À |v|1,K ď |u´ Πk`1u|1,K ` }κ
´1pq´ qh}K .
What is left follows the final steps of the arguments in Proposition 4.2, leading to
}u´ u‹h}Ω À }u´ Πk`1u}Ω ` }uh ´ Πku}Ω `
ˆ ÿ
KPTh
h2K |u´ Πk`1u|
2
1,K
˙
` h}q´ qh}Ω,
and therefore to superconvergence. Once again, nothing particular about how pqh, uhq
has been produced is used in this argument. However, to reach superconvergence, we
obviously need that }uh ´ Πku}Ω, superconverges, as is the case with the RT method.
4.5 The influence of reaction terms
Reaction-diffusion problems. In this section we will have a look at how the analysis
of RT discretization is adapted for the following simple modification of our equations:
κ´1q`∇u “ 0 in Ω, (69a)
div q` c u “ f in Ω, (69b)
u “ g on Γ, (69c)
where c : ΩÑ R is a non-negative function. The seminorm
|u|c :“ pc u, uq
1{2
Ω “ }c
1{2u}Ω,
will play an important role in the energy analysis of this problem.
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Discretization and error equations. The RT equations for problem (69) are
pκ´1qh, rqTh ´ puh, div rqTh ` xpuh, r ¨ nyBTh “ 0 @r P Vh, (70a)
pdiv qh, wqTh ` pc uh, wqTh “ pf, wqTh @w PWh, (70b)
xqh ¨ n, µyBThzΓ “ 0 @µ P M
˝
h , (70c)
xpuh, µyΓ “ xu0, µyΓ @µ P MΓh , (70d)
while projections satisfy the following discrete equations
pκ´1Πq, rqTh ´ pΠu, div rqTh ` xPu, r ¨ nyBTh “ pκ
´1Πq´ q, rqTh @r P Vh, (71a)
pdivΠq, wqTh ` pcΠu, wqTh “ pf, wqTh (71b)
` pc pΠu´ uq, wqTh @w P Wh, (71c)
xΠq ¨ n, µyBThzΓ “ 0 @µ PM
˝
h , (71d)
xPu, µyΓ “ xu0, µyΓ @µ PM
Γ
h . (71e)
Subtracting the discrete equations (70) from (71), we get the error equations
pκ´1εqh, rqTh ´ pε
u
h, div rqTh ` xpεuh, r ¨ nyBTh “ pκ´1pΠq´ qq, rqTh @r P Vh, (72a)
pdiv εqh, wqTh ` pc ε
u
h, wqTh “ pc pΠu´ uq, wqTh @w PWh, (72b)
xεqh ¨ n, µyBThzΓ “ 0 @µ PM
˝
h , (72c)
xpεuh, µyΓ “ 0 @µ PMΓh . (72d)
Testing the error equations (72) with pεqh, ε
u
h,´pεuh,´εqh ¨nq and adding the result, we reach
the new energy identity
pκ´1εqh, ε
q
hqTh ` pc ε
u
h, ε
u
hqTh “ pκ
´1pΠq´ qq, εqhqTh ` pc pΠu´ uq, ε
u
hqTh,
thus proving the estimate
}εqh}
2
κ´1 ` |ε
u
h|
2
c ď }Πq´ q}
2
κ´1 ` |Πu´ u|
2
c . (73)
As can be seen from (73), this couples back the estimates for the variable q with the
approximation properties of Wh. The estimate (see (43))
}εqh ¨ n}h À }ε
q
h}Ω (74)
is a purely finite dimensional one, independent of the equations satisfied by the discrete
quantities. In a similar spirit, we can prove (49) again, i.e., we obtain
}Pu´ puh}h “ }pεuh}h À }εuh}Ω ` h}q´ qh}κ´1. (75)
This happens because this estimate depends only on the first error equation (the dis-
cretization of the equation κ´1q ` ∇u “ 0) which does not depend on the particular
equilibrium equation. The argument to prove that
}Πu´ uh}Ω “ }ε
u
h}Ω À }q´ qh}κ´1, (76)
was especifically based on the commutativity property for the projection and on the first
error equation, so nothing has to be changed.
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The duality estimate. The duality argument becomes more complicated as we deal
with more complex model problems. Instead of adapting the proof of the superconvergence
estimate of the diffusion problem, we are going to show a more systematic way of proving
estimates, a methodology that will be extremely useful in HDG analysis. We start with
the dual problem
κ´1ξ ´∇θ “ 0 in Ω, (77a)
´div ξ ` c θ “ εuh in Ω, (77b)
θ “ 0 on Γ. (77c)
Note that this time we have changed signs in both first order operators. We assume a
regularity hypothesis
}ξ}1,Ω ` }c θ}1,Ω ď Creg}ε
u
h}Ω. (78)
We start by writing down the discrete equations satisfied by the projections pΠξ,Πθ,Pθq:
pκ´1Πξ, rqTh ` pΠθ, div rqTh ´ xPθ, r ¨ nyBTh “ pκ
´1Πξ ´ ξ, rqTh @r P Vh, (79a)
´ pdivΠξ, wqTh ` pcΠθ, wqTh “ pε
u
h, wqTh (79b)
` pc pΠθ ´ θq, wqTh @w PWh, (79c)
xΠξ ¨ n, µyBThzΓ “ 0 @µ PM
˝
h , (79d)
xPθ, µyΓ “ xu0, µyΓ @µ PM
Γ
h . (79e)
We now test the first three equations with pεqh, ε
u
h, pεuhq and align terms carefully:
pΠξ, κ´1εqhqTh ` pΠθ, div ε
q
hqTh ´ xPθ, pεuhyBThzΓ “ pΠξ ´ ξ, κ´1εqhqTh, (80a)
´pdivΠξ, εuhqTh ` pΠθ, c ε
u
hqTh “ }ε
u
h}
2
Ω ` pΠθ ´ θ, c ε
u
hqTh, (80b)
xΠξ ¨ n, pεuhyTh “ 0. (80c)
Note that we have used twice that pεuh “ 0 on Γ (this is the fourth of the error equations
(72). The next course of action is the addition of equations (80). Close inspection of
the columns of the tabulated system (80) shows the error equations (72) tested with
pΠ, ξ,Πθ,Pθq. Therefore
pκ´1pΠq´ qq,ΠξqTh ` pcpΠu´ uq,ΠθqTh
“ }εuh}
2
Ω ` pκ
´1pΠq´ qhq,Πξ ´ ξqTh ` pc pΠu´ uhq,Πθ ´ θqTh.
We just reorganize this equality to get
}εuh}
2
Ω “pκ
´1pΠq´ qq,ΠξqTh ´ pκ
´1pΠq´ qhq,Πξ ´ ξqTh
` pcpΠu´ uq,ΠθqTh ´ pc pΠu´ uhq,Πθ ´ θqTh
“pκ´1pqh ´ qq,Πξ ´ ξqTh ` pκ
´1pΠq´ qq, ξqTh (add and subtract ξ)
` pc puh ´ uq,Πθ ´ θqTh ` pc pΠu´ uq, θqTh (add and subtract θ)
“pκ´1pqh ´ qq,Πξ ´ ξqTh ` pc puh ´ uq,Πθ ´ θqTh (these are fine)
` pΠq´ q,∇θqTh ` pΠu´ u, c θqTh. pκ
´1ξ “ ∇θq
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The last two terms need some additional work. The second one is easy:
pΠu´ u, c θqTh “ pΠu´ u, c θ ´ Πpc θqqTh.
In the first one we start with integration by parts
pΠq´ q,∇θqΩ “ ´pdiv pΠq ´ qq, θqΩ ` xpΠq´ qq ¨ n, θyΓ (as Πq´ q P Hpdiv,Ωq)
“ ´pdiv pΠq ´ qq, θqΩ (BC for dual problem)
“ ´pΠpdiv qq ´ div q, θqΩ (commutativity prop)
“ pΠpdiv qq ´ div q,Πθ ´ θqΩ.
Collecting these equalities and applying bounds on low order estimates for the projections
we get
}εuh}
2
Ω Àh}q´ qh}Ω |ξ|1,Ω ` h|u´ uh|c|θ|1,Ω
` h}Πpdivqq ´ divq}Ω|θ|1,Ω ` h}Πu´ u}Ω|c θ|1,Ω,
which together with the regularity assumption (78) and the energy estimate (73) proves
superconvergence:
}εuh}Ω À hp}Πq´ q}Ω ` }Πu´ u}Ω ` }Πpdiv qq ´ div q}Ωq. (81)
Some notes. As can be seen from these arguments, duality estimates are not a smooth
ride, but they follow quite predictable patterns. The reader can wonder how it was the
case that the duality estimate when c “ 0 seemed so much simpler. There is a simple
reason: when c “ 0, then div εqh “ 0, and it is simple to show (from the first error
equation) that
pκ´1ξ, εqhqTh “ 0,
which takes us back to some of the simpler estimates of Section 3.4. Note also that when
k ě 1, we can write
pΠq´ q,∇θqΩ “ pΠq´ q,∇θ ´Π0p∇θqqΩ À h}Πq ´ q}Ω|θ|2,Ω,
which leads to a slightly different regularity assumption and does not require integration
by parts to make the additional power of h. This argument does not hold in the lower
order case k “ 0, because the projection does not include any internal degrees of freedom.
5 Introducing BDM
In this section we go over all the needed changes to modify the projection-based analysis of
RT elements to a similar analysis of a loosely called Brezzi-Douglas-Marini BDM element
(we’ll deal with names later on). For purposes of comparison, we will stick to the following
table, lining up the boundary d.o.f. and not the space that we used for the variable uh.
(The definition of the Ne´de´lec space Nk´2 is given in Section 5.1.)
degree qh uh boundary d.o.f. internal d.o.f.
k ě 0 RT kpKq “ PkpKq `m rPkpKq PkpKq RkpBKq Pk´1pKq
k ě 1 PkpKq Pk´1pKq RkpBKq Nk´2pKq
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5.1 The Ne´de´lec space
Consider the spaces
NkpKq :“ PkpKq ‘ tq P rPk`1pKq : q ¨m “ 0u,
which obviously satisfies
PkpKq Ă NkpKq Ă Pk`1pKq.
Proposition 5.1.
(a) dimNkpKq “ d dimPk`1pKq ´ dim rPk`2pKq.
(b) dimNk´1pKq ` dimRk`1pBKq “ dimPk`1pKq.
(c) NkpKq ‘∇ rPk`2pKq “ Pk`1pKq.
(d) q P NkpKq ðñ q P Nkp pKq.
Proof. It is easy to see that the linear operator
rPk`1pKq Q p ÞÝÑ Tp :“ p ¨m P rPk`2pKq
is onto. Hence,
dimNkpKq “ dimPkpKq ` dimker T pNk “ Pk ‘ ker T q
“ d dimPkpKq ` dim rPk`1pKq ´ dim rPk`2pKq (T is onto)
“ dpdimPkpKq ` dim rPk`1pKqq ´ dim rPk`2pKq,
which proves (a). To prove (b), note that by (a)
dimNk´1pKq ` dimRk`1pKq “ d dimPkpKq ´ dim rPk`1pKq ` pd` 1qdimPk`1peq
“ d dimPkpKq ` d dim rPk`1pKq,
where e denotes any of the faces of K. Let now
Sk`1 “ tq P rPk`1pKq : q ¨m “ 0u.
On the one hand Sk`1 ` ∇ rPk`2 Ď rPk`1 and this sum is direct, since if p P rPk`2, then
∇p ¨m “ pk ` 2qp by the Euler homogeneous function theorem. Finally,
dim pSk`1 ‘∇ rPk`2q “ dimSk`2 ` dim rPk`2 (∇ is 1-1)
“ d dim rPk`1 ´ dim rPk`2 ` dim rPk`2 (computation to prove (a))
“ dim rPk`1,
and therefore Sk`1 ‘∇ rPk`2 “ rPk`1 and (c) holds.
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To prove (d), we just need to show that if q P rSk`1, then q P Nkp pKq (note that the
transformation q ÞÑ q is a bijection. Let then q P Sk`1 and FKppxq “ BKpx` bK . Then
qppxq ¨ ppx` B´1K bKq “ BJKqpFKppxqq ¨ ppx` B´1K bKq (definition of q)
“ qpFKppxqq ¨ pBKpx` bKq
“ qpFKppxqq ¨ FKppxq “ 0. (since q P Sk`1)
If we now decompose q P Pk`1p pKq “ rq` qk, where rq P rPk`1p pKq and qk P Pkp pKq, then
we have (with c :“ B´1K bK)
0 “ qppxq ¨ ppx` cq “ rqppxq ¨ pxloomoon
P rPk`2p pKq
` rqppxq ¨ c` qkppxq ¨ ppx` cqlooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooon
PPk`1p pKq
,
and therefore rq ¨m “ 0, which implies that rq P Sk`1 and therefore q P Nkp pKq.
The two dimensional spaces. When d “ 2, it is easy to see that
pq1, q2q P RT kpKq ùñ p´q2, q1q P NkpKq
and
dimRT kpKq “ dimNkpKq,
and therefore
pq1, q2q P RT kpKq ðñ p´q2, q1q P NkpKq,
which means that the Ne´de´lec space follows from a π{2-rotation of the Raviart-Thomas
space in two space dimensions.
5.2 The BDM projection
The BDM projection is the interpolation operator associated to a mixed finite element
named after Franco Brezzi, Jim Douglas Jr, and Donatella Marini. The BDM element
was first introduced in the two dimensional case, by Brezzi, Douglas, and Marini [9], with
slightly different internal degrees of freedom from those we are going to see here. The
three dimensional version that we will see here is due to Jean-Claude Ne´de´lec [19]. There
is another variant of this three dimensional BDM element due to Brezzi, Douglas, Ricardo
Dura´n and Michel Fortin [8].
The BDM projection. Let q : K Ñ Rd be sufficiently smooth. For k ě 1, the
BDM projection is ΠBDMq P PkpKq characterized by the equations
pΠBDMq, rqK “ pq, rqK @r P Nk´2pKq, (82a)
xΠBDMq ¨ n, µyBK “ xq ¨ n, µyBK @µ P RkpBKq. (82b)
The associated scalar projection is Πk´1u P Pk´1pKq
pΠk´1u, vqK “ pu, vqK @v P Pk´1pKq. (82c)
In the case k “ 1, equations (82a) are void.
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Proposition 5.2 (Definition of the BDM projection). Equations (82a) and (82b) are
uniquely solvable.
Proof. By Proposition 5.1(b), these equations make up a square system of linear equations,
so we only need to prove uniqueness of solution of the homogeneous problem. Let thus
q P PkpKq satisfy
pq, rqK “ 0 @r P Nk´2pKq, (83a)
xq ¨ n, µyBK “ 0 @µ P RkpBKq. (83b)
Equation (83b) implies that q ¨ n “ 0 on BK. Take now u P rPkpKq and note that
pq,∇uqK “ ´pdiv q, uqK (integration by parts and q ¨ n “ 0)
“ ´pdiv q,Πk´1uqK (divq P Pk´1pKq)
“ pq,∇Πk´1uqK (integration by parts and q ¨ n “ 0)
“ 0. (∇Πk´1u P Pk´2pKq Ă Nk´2pKq and (83a))
Therefore pq, rqK “ 0 for all r P Nk´2pKq `∇ rPk´1pKq “ Pk´1pKq (this was proved in
Proposition 5.1(c)). This means that q P PKk pKq and q ¨ n “ 0 on BK, which implies (by
Lemma 2.1(b)) that q “ 0.
The commutativity property. For all q and u P Pk´1pKq,
pdivΠBDMq, uqK “ xΠ
BDMq ¨ n, uyBK ´ pΠ
BDMq,∇uqK
“ xq ¨ n, uyBK ´ pq,∇uqK (by (82) and ∇u P Nk´2pKq)
“ pdivq, uqK
and therefore
divΠBDMq “ Πk´1pdiv qq. (84)
Invariance by Piola transforms. Let pΠBDM be the BDM projection on the reference
triangle. Then, using the formulas for change to the reference domain,
p {ΠBDMq,qrq pK “ pΠBDMq, rqK “ pq, rqK “ ppq,qrq pK @r P Nk´2pKq,
(see Proposition 5.1(d)), and
x {ΠBDMq ¨ pn, pµyB pK “ xΠBDMq ¨ n, µyBK “ xq ¨ n, µyBK “ xpq ¨ pn, pµyB pK @µ P RkpBKq,
which proves that {ΠBDMq “ pΠBDMpq. (85)
Proposition 5.3 (Estimates for the BDM projection). On shape-regular triangulations
and for sufficiently smooth q,
(a) }ΠBDMq}K À }q}K ` hK |q|1,K ,
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(b) }q´ΠBDMq}K À h
k`1
K |q|k`1,K ,
(c) }divq ´ divΠBDMq}K À h
k
K |div q|k,K .
Proof. The proof is almost identical to that of Proposition 2.5. We first need to show
that
}pΠBDMpq} pK À }pq} pK ` }pq ¨ pn}B pK À }pq}1, pK @pq P H1p pKq,
and then use a scaling argument, taking advantage of (85), to move to the reference
element, to prove (a). Since pΠBDM preserves the space Pk, then
}pq´ pΠBDMpq} pK À |pq|k`1, pK @pq P Hk`1p pKq.
Another scaling argument proves then (b). (Note that the details of these scaling argu-
ments are the same as in Proposition 2.5.) Finally (c) follows from (84).
Proposition 5.4 (BDM local lifting of the normal trace). For k ě 1, there exists a linear
operator LBDM : RkpBKq Ñ PkpKq such that
pLBDMµq ¨ n “ µ and }LBDMµ}K À h
1{2
K }µ}BK @µ P RkpBKq.
Proof. Let q “ LBDMµ P PkpKq be defined as q “ |JK |
´1BKpq ˝GK , where pq P Pkp pKq is
the solution of the discrete equations in the reference domain:
ppq, rq pK “ 0 @r P Nk´2p pKq,
xpq ¨ pn, ξyB pK “ xqµ, ξyB pK @ξ P RkpB pKq.
The remainder of the proof of Proposition 2.6 (essentially a scaling argument) can be used
word by word to prove the result.
5.3 The BDM method
Spaces and equations. We start by redefining the discrete spaces
Vh :“
ź
KPTh
PkpKq, Wh :“
ź
KPTh
Pk´1pKq, Mh :“
ź
ePEh
Pkpeq,
and similarly M˝h and M
Γ
h .
We look for
pqh, uh, puhq P Vh ˆWh ˆMh, (86a)
satisfying
pκ´1qh, rqTh ´ puh, div rqTh ` xpuh, r ¨ nyBTh “ 0 @r P Vh, (86b)
pdivqh, wqTh “ pf, wqTh @w PWh, (86c)
xqh ¨ n, µyBThzΓ “ 0 @µ PM
˝
h , (86d)
xpuh, µyΓ “ xu0, µyΓ @µ PMΓh . (86e)
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A reduced conforming formulation, involving qh and uh only, can be obtained usingV
div
h “
Vh XHpdiv,Ωq as test space in (86b) and noticing that (86d) is equivalent to qh P V
div
h .
Proposition 5.5. Equations (86) have a unique solution.
Proof. (This proof is a simple adaptation of the proof of Proposition 3.1.) Since Mh ”
M˝h ‘M
Γ
h , we only need to take care of uniqueness of solution. Let then pqh, uh, puhq P
Vh ˆWh ˆMh be a solution of
pκ´1qh, rqTh ´ puh, div rqTh ` xpuh, r ¨ nyBTh “ 0 @r P Vh, (87a)
pdiv qh, wqTh “ 0 @w PWh, (87b)
xqh ¨ n, µyBThzΓ “ 0 @µ P M
˝
h , (87c)
xpuh, µyΓ “ 0 @µ P MΓh . (87d)
Testing these equations with pqh, uh,´puh,´qh ¨ nq and adding the results, we show that
pκ´1qh,qhqTh “ 0 and hence qh “ 0. Let us now go back to (87a), which after integration
by parts and localization on a single element yields for all K P Th
p∇uh, rqK ` xuh ´ puh, r ¨ nyBK “ 0 @r P PkpKq. (88)
Let us now construct p P PkpKq satisfying (see (82) and Proposition 5.4):
pp, rqK “ 0 @r P Nk´2pKq, (89a)
xp ¨ n, µyBK “ xuh ´ puh, µyBK @µ P RkpBKq. (89b)
Using this function as the test function in (88), we prove that
0 “ p∇uh,pqK ` xuh ´ puh,p ¨ nyBK “ xuh ´ puh, uh ´ puhyBK , (90)
where we have used µ “ uh ´ puh P RkpBKq in (89b) and that ∇uh P ∇Pk´1pKq Ă
Pk´2pKq Ă Nk´2pKq.
(From here on, everything is just a line-by-line copy of the end of the proof of Propo-
sition 3.1(a), that is, uniqueness of solution of the RT equations.) The equality (90)
implies that uh ´ puh “ 0 on BK and (88) shows then (take r “ ∇uh) that uh ” cK in K
and puh “ uh ” cK on BK. Since each interior face value of puh is reached from different
elements, it is easy to see that we have proved that uh ” c and puh ” c. However, equation
(87d) implies that puh “ 0 on Γ, and the proof of uniqueness of solution of (86) is thus
finished.
5.4 Error analysis
Energy estimates. We start by redefining the local projections: we take Πq to be the
local BDM projection, Πu to be the projection on Wh (Πu|K :“ Πk´1u) and Pu to be
(again) the orthogonal projection onto Mh. The discrete errors are the same quantities
that we defined in (39)
ε
q
h :“ Πq´ qh P Vh, ε
u
h :“ Πu´ uh PWh, pεuh :“ Pu´ puh PMh,
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and the error equations differ from those in (40)
pκ´1εqh, rqTh ´ pε
u
h, div rqTh ` xpεuh, r ¨ nyBTh “ pκ´1pΠq´ qq, rqTh @r P Vh,
pdiv εqh, wqTh “ 0 @w P Wh,
xεqh ¨ n, µyBThzΓ “ 0 @µ PM
˝
h ,
xpεuh, µyΓ “ 0 @µ PMΓh ,
only in the fact that the spaces and projections have been redefined. The energy estimate
(42)
}Πq´ qh}κ´1 “ }ε
q
h}κ´1 ď }Πq´ q}κ´1 (91)
is proved in exactly the same way.
A note on the energy estimate. For purely diffusive problems, the estimate (91),
together with the approximation properties of the BDM projection (especifically Propo-
sition 5.3(b)) yields optimal convergence }q ´ qh}Ω À h
k`1. However, for problems with
a reaction term
div q` c u “ f,
the same comments we made in Section 4.5 still hold, and we can prove again
}εqh}
2
κ´1 ` |ε
u
h|
2
c ď }Πq´ q}
2
κ´1 ` |Πu´ u|
2
c . (92)
This estimate now implies that }q ´ qh}Ω À h
k, due to the influence of the lower order
polynomial degree of the space Wh.
More estimates. Using
div ξ “ εuh, }ξ}1,Ω ď C}ε
u
h}Ω
we can repeat the arguments of Section 3.3 (with the BDM projection now, and taking
advantage again of the commutativity property), to reproof (46)
}Πu´ uh}Ω “ }ε
u
h}Ω À }q´ qh}κ´1. (93)
Taking
r P PkpKq r ¨ n “ pεuh, }r}K À h1{2K }pεuh}BK
we can also prove (49) for BDM
}Pu´ puh}h “ }pεuh}h À }εuh}Ω ` h}q´ qh}κ´1. (94)
Duality estimates. Once again, we consider the dual problem
κ´1ξ ´∇θ “ 0 in Ω,
div ξ “ εuh in Ω,
θ “ 0 on Γ,
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and assume the following regularity hypothesis: there exists C such that
}ξ}1,Ω ` }θ}2,Ω ď C}ε
u
h}Ω.
The arguments of Section 3.4 can be repeated and
}εuh}Ω À h p}qh ´ q}κ´1 ` }f ´ Πf}Ωq,
follows with the same proof. For k ě 2, we can do slighly better when we bound
|pf ´ Πf, θ ´ ΠθqΩ| À h
2}f ´ Πf}Ω|θ|2,Ω À h
2}f ´ Πf}Ω}ε
u
h}Ω.
(This estimate does not work for k “ 1, since then Π is the projection on piecewise
constants and cannot deliver the h2 term.) The general case can then be presented as
}εuh}Ω À h }qh ´ q}κ´1 ` h
mintk,2u}f ´ Πf}Ω. (95)
Optimal convergence. Approximation of the projections used in the projection-based
analysis can be summarized (for smoothest solutions) as
}Πq´ q}Ω À h
k`1, }Πu´ u}Ω À h
k, }Pu´ u}h À h
k`1.
With everything in our favor, the BDM equations (82) provide the following error esti-
mates
}q´ qh}Ω À h
k`1 }Πq´ qh}Ω À h
k`1 (see (91))
}u´ uh}Ω À h
k }Πu´ uh}Ω À h
k`mintk,2u (see (95))
}u´ puh}h À hk`1 }Pu´ puh}h À hk`mintk,2u (see (95) and (94))
}q ¨ n´ qh ¨ n}h À h
k`1 }Πq ¨ n´ qh ¨ n}h À h
k`1
Let it be noted that when there is a reaction term in the equation, convergence for qh
is subject to the estimate (92) and reduced to hk. This bound is dragged to all the
superconvergence estimates.
6 The Hybridizable Discontinuous Galerkin method
In this section we show how the spaces of RT and BDM can be balanced to have equal
polynomial degree. Stability will be restored using a discrete stabilization (not penaliza-
tion) function. This is how local quantities of RT, BDM, and HDG methods compare.
Note that there is no natural finite element structure for qh, where we can recognize
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boundary and integral d.o.f. Instead, we will have a projection that integrates pqh, uhq in
the same structure.
degree qh uh boundary d.o.f. internal d.o.f.
k ě 0 RT kpKq “ PkpKq `m rPkpKq PkpKq RkpBKq Pk´1pKq
k ě 1 PkpKq Pk´1pKq RkpBKq Nk´2pKq
k ě 0 PkpKq PkpKq N.A. N.A.
Let us start with some small talk. The Hybridizable Discontinuous Galerkin method can
be understood as a further development of the Local Discontinuous Galerkin method,
one of the many DG schemes covered in the celebrated framework-style paper of Arnold,
Brezzi, Cockburn and Marini [2]. While the trail of papers is not entirely obvious, premo-
nitions of what was about to happen can be found in the treatment of hybridized mixed
methods by Bernardo Cockburn and Jay Gopalakrishnan [13]. Some time later, this fruc-
tified in another long framework-style paper of the previous authors and Raytcho Lazarov
[14], setting the bases for a full development of HDG methods. Cockburn and collabo-
rators have been pushing the limits of applicability of HDG ideas to many problems in
continuum mechanics and physics. The analysis, as will be shown here, is based on a
particular definition of a projection tailored to the HDG equations: its first occurrence
was due to Cockburn, Gopalakrishnan and myself in [15].
6.1 The HDG method
For k ě 0, consider the spaces
Vh :“
ź
KPTh
PkpKq, Wh :“
ź
KPTh
PkpKq, Mh :“
ź
ePEh
Pkpeq,
and the subspace decomposition Mh “M
˝
h ‘M
Γ
h . Consider also the stabilization func-
tion
τ P
ź
KPTh
R0pBKq, τ ě 0 τ |BK ‰ 0 @K.
We look for
pqh, uh, puhq P Vh ˆWh ˆMh, (96a)
satisfying
pκ´1qh, rqTh ´ puh, div rqTh ` xpuh, r ¨ nyBTh “ 0 @r P Vh, (96b)
pdivqh, wqTh ` xτpuh ´ puhq, wyBTh “ pf, wqTh @w PWh, (96c)
xqh ¨ n` τpuh ´ puhq, µyBThzΓ “ 0 @µ PM˝h , (96d)
xpuh, µyΓ “ xu0, µyΓ @µ PMΓh . (96e)
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Some comments. Equations (96b) and (96c) are local, given the fact that the spaces
are discontinuous. The first of them is the same equation (with different spaces) as in the
RT and BDM method. If τ were to be zero (this is not allowed in our choice of spaces),
equation (96c) would be the same equation that we had in RT and BDM. Note that, after
integration by parts, we can also write (96c) as
´pqh,∇wqTh ` xqh ¨ n` τpuh ´ puhq, wyBTh “ pf, wqTh @w PWh,
where the numerical flux
pqh ¨ n :“ qh ¨ n` τpuh ´ puhq P RkpBKq @K, (97)
makes an appearance. Equation (96d) imposes that this numerical flux is ‘single-valued’
on all internal faces (actually, normal components cancel each other), so that the numerical
flux pqh ¨ n can be identified with an element of Mh.
Proposition 6.1. Equations (96) have a unique solution.
Proof. (What follows is a slight adaptation of the proofs of Propositions 3.1(a) (RT) and
5.5 (BDM) to the HDG equations.) We only need to show that any solution pqh, uh, puhq P
Vh ˆWh ˆMh of the homogeneous equations
pκ´1qh, rqTh ´ puh, div rqTh ` xpuh, r ¨ nyBTh “ 0 @r P Vh,
pdiv qh, wqTh ` xτpuh ´ puhq, wyBTh “ 0 @w PWh,
xqh ¨ n` τpuh ´ puhq, µyBThzΓ “ 0 @µ P M˝h ,
xpuh, µyΓ “ 0 @µ P MΓh ,
vanishes. Testing these equations with pqh, uh,´puh,´qh ¨n´ τpuh´ puhqq and adding the
results, we easily prove that
pκ´1qh,qhqTh ` xτpuh ´ puhq, uh ´ puhyBTh “ 0
and therefore qh “ 0, τpuh ´ puhq “ 0 (we have used that τ ě 0) and
p∇uh, rqK ` xuh ´ puh, r ¨ nyBK “ 0 @r P PkpKq @K. (98)
In particular, we have
xuh ´ puh, r ¨ nyBK “ 0 @r P PKk pKq.
This implies (Lemma 2.2) that uh ´ puh “ v on BK, where v P PKk pKq. However, since
τpuh ´ puhq “ 0 and τ is at least positive in one face of K, then (by Lemma 2.1(a))
necessarily v “ 0 and thus uh ´ puh “ 0 on BK. Testing then (98) with r “ ∇uh, we show
that uh ” cK on K and uh “ puh ” cK on BK. Proceeding as in the proof of Proposition
3.1, we show that uh “ 0 and puh “ 0.
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6.2 The HDG projection
The analysis of the HDG method will follow the same pattern we have employed in the
analysis of RT and BDM. We start by defining a tailored projection onto the discrete
spaces that will be used to write error equations that mimic those of the hybridizable
mixed methods. As opposed to the two separate projections for q and u that were used
in RT and BDM, here the projection will be defined for the pair pq, uq. However, we will
still denote pΠHDGq,ΠHDGuq, as if these projections were defined separately: correct, but
cumbersome, notation would express these elements as components of a single operator.
The HDG projection. Given sufficiently smooth pq, uq : K Ñ RdzR, we define
pΠHDGq,ΠHDGuq :“ pΠHDGq pq, uq,Π
HDG
u pq, uqq P PkpKq ˆ PkpKq
as the solution to the equations
pΠHDGq, rqK “ pq, rqK @r P Pk´1pKq, (99a)
pΠHDGu, vqK “ pu, vqK @v P Pk´1pKq, (99b)
xΠHDGq ¨ n` τΠHDGu, µyBK “ xq ¨ n` τ u, µyBK @µ P RkpKq. (99c)
Proposition 6.2 (Definition of the HDG projection). Equations (99) are uniquely solv-
able.
Proof. We first remark that
dimPkpKq ` dimPkpKq “ dimPk´1pKq ` dimPk´1pKq ` dimRkpBKq,
and therefore we only need to show uniqueness. Let then pq, uq P PkpKqˆPkpKq satisfy
pq, rqK “ 0 @r P Pk´1pKq, (100a)
pu, vqK “ 0 @v P Pk´1pKq, (100b)
xq ¨ n` τu, µyBK “ 0 @µ P RkpKq. (100c)
Then q P PKk pKq and u P P
K
k pKq. Testing (100c) with u|BK and using Lemma 2.2, we
prove that
0 “ xq ¨ n` τ u, uyBK “ xτ u, uyBK “ xτ
1{2u, τ 1{2uyBK
and therefore τ 1{2u “ 0 (we have used here that τ ě 0). We can now test (100c) with
q ¨n to prove that q ¨n “ 0 on BK. By Lemma 2.1(b), it follows that q “ 0. On the other
hand, τu “ 0 on BK and we have assumed that τ ą 0 in at least one face of K. Lemma
2.1(a) proves then that u “ 0.
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Weak commutativity. For general pq, uq and v P PkpKq,
pdivΠHDGq, vqK “ xΠ
HDGq ¨ n, vyBK ´ pΠ
HDGq,∇vqK
“ xq ¨ n´ τpΠHDGu´ uq, vyBK ´ pq,∇vqK (by (99))
“ pdivq, vqK ´ xτpΠ
HDGu´ uq, vyBK,
which can be rewritten as
pdivΠHDGq, vqK ` xτ Π
HDGu, vyBK “ pdiv q, vqK ` xτ u, vyBK @v P PkpKq. (101)
Compare this result with the clean commutativity properties of the RT (17) and BDM
(85) projections.
Change to the reference element. Let qτ :“ |aK |τ ˝ FK |B pK . Consider then the
projection ppΠHDG, pΠHDGq associated to the stabilization function qτ . It is then easy to
show that
p {ΠHDGq, {ΠHDGuq “ ppΠHDGpq, pΠHDGpuq. (102)
Decoupling of the equations. Let us first use µ “ w|BK in (99c), where w P P
K
k pKq.
Then
xτpΠHDGu´ uq, wyBK “ xpq´Π
HDGqq ¨ n, wyBK
“ pdiv q´ divΠHDGq, wqK ` pq ´Π
HDGq,∇wqK
“ pdiv q, wqK. (by (99b) and since w P P
K
k pKq)
Therefore, the solution of (99) also satisfies
pΠHDGu, wqK “ pu, wqK @w P Pk´1pKq, (103a)
xτΠHDGu, wyBK “ xτu, wyBK ` pdiv q, wqK , @w P P
K
k pKq, (103b)
and
pΠHDGq, rqK “ pq, rqK @r P Pk´1pKq, (103c)
xΠHDGq ¨ n, µyBKze “ xq ¨ n, µyBKze ` xτpu´ Π
HDGuq, µyBKze @µ P RkpBKzeq, (103d)
where e is any face of BK. Note that equations (103a)–(103b) are uniquely solvable by
Lemma 2.1(a) and show that ΠHDGu depends on u and div q. Equations (103c) and (103d)
are also uniquely solvable, as follows from a comment at the end of the proof of Lemma
2.1(b).
The single face HDG method. A particular choice of the stabilization function τ
was given in [12]. It consists of choosing one particular eK P EpKq and taking τBK ą 0 in
eK and τK ” 0 in BKze. This shows (take e “ eK in (103d)) that the vector part of the
HDG projection is completely decoupled from the scalar part for the SF–HDG case, and
that it does not depend on τ .
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6.3 Estimates for the HDG projection
Notation. For some forthcoming arguments, it will be useful to isolate the face
pe P Ep pKq, pe Ă tx P Rd : x ¨ p1, . . . , 1q “ 1u.
From this moment on, the symbol À will include independence of the parameters τ as well.
Proposition 6.3 (Estimate on the reference domain – Part I). Given u, f , and 0 ‰qτ P R0pB pKq, such that qτ ě 0 and qτ˝ :“ qτ |pe ą 0, we define pΠu P Pkp pKq by solving the
equations
ppΠu, wq pK “ pu, wq pK @w P Pk´1p pKq, (104a)
xqτ pΠu, wyB pK “ xqτu, wyB pK ` pf, wq pK @w P PKk p pKq. (104b)
Then
}u} pK ď qτ´1˝ `}qτ}L8}u}1, pK ` }f} pK˘, (105)
}u´ pΠu} pK ď qτ´1˝ `}qτ}L8|u|k`1, pK ` |f |k, pK˘. (106)
Proof. Let δ :“ pΠu ´ pΠku (pΠk is the projection onto Pkp pKq), and note that δ P PKk p pKq
by (104a). Then
}δ}2pK À }δ}2pe (conseq of Lemma 2.1(a))
“ qτ´1˝ xqτδ, δyqe pqτ |qe “ qτ˝q
ď qτ´1˝ xqτδ, δyB pK pqτ ě 0q
“ qτ´1˝ `xqτpu´ pΠkuq, δyBK ` pf, δq pK˘ pδ P PKk and (104b)qq
ď qτ´1˝ `}qτ}L8}u´ pΠku}B pK}δ}B pK ` }f} pK}δ} pK˘
À qτ˝`}qτ}L8}u´ pΠku}B pK ` }f} pK˘}δ} pK (finite dimensions)
À qτ´1˝ `}qτ}L8}u´ pΠku}1, pK ` }f} pKq}δ} pK (trace theorem)
À qτ´1˝ `}qτ}L8}u}1, pK ` }f} pKq}δ} pK . (finite dimensions)
Therefore
}pΠu} pK ď }pΠku} pK ` }δ} pK À }u} pK ` qτ´1˝ `}qτ}L8}u}1, pK ` }f} pK˘,
and (105) is thus proved. At the same time, note that we can substitute (104b) by
xqτ pΠu, wyB pK “ xqτu, wyB pK ` pf ´ pΠk´1f, wq pK @w P PKk p pKq.
Returning to our previous argument, we have
}pΠu´ pΠku} pK À qτ´1˝ `}qτ}L8}u´ pΠku}1, pK ` }f ´ pΠk´1f} pK˘,
and (106) follows from a compactness (Bramble-Hilbert style) argument.
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Proposition 6.4 (Estimate on the reference domain – Part II). Given ε, q, and 0 ‰ qτ P
R0pB pKq, qτ ě 0, we define pΠq P Pkp pKq by solving the equations
ppΠq, rq pK “ pq, rq pK @r P Pk´1p pKq, (107a)
xpΠq ¨ pn, µyB pKzpe “ xq ¨ pn` qτε, µyB pKzpe @µ P RkpB pKzpeq. (107b)
Then
}pΠq} pK À }q}1, pK ` }qτ}L8pB pKzpeq}ε}B pK , (108)
}q´ pΠq} pK À |q|k`1, pK ` }qτ}L8pB pKzpeq}ε}B pK . (109)
Proof. The stability estimate (108) follows from a simple finite dimensional argument.
To prove (109) we compare with the componentwise L2 projection onto Pkp pKq. Since
δ :“ pΠq´ pΠkq P PKk p pKq, we can use an argument based on Lemma 2.1(b) to bound
}δ}2pK À }δ ¨ pn}2B pKzpe
“ xδ ¨ pn, δ ¨ pnyB pKzpe
“ xq ¨ pn´ pΠkq ¨ pn, δ ` qτε, δyB pKzpe (by (107b))
ď
`
}q ¨ pn´ pΠkq ¨ pn}B pK ` }qτ}L8pB pKzpeq}ε}B pK˘}δ}B pK
À
`
}q´ pΠkq}1, pK ``}qτ}L8pB pKzpeq}ε}B pK˘}δ} pK . (trace thm and finite dim)
The result then follows from a compactness argument.
Proposition 6.5 (Estimates for the HDG projection). Given q, u, and 0 ‰ τ P R0pBKq,
τ ě 0,
}u´ ΠHDGu}K À h
k`1
K
`
|u|k`1,K ` τ
´1
max|div q|k,K
˘
, (110a)
}q´ΠHDGq}K À h
k`1
K
`
|q|k`1,K ` τ
‹|u|k`1,K
˘
, (110b)
with τmax :“ }τ}L8 and τ
‹ :“ }τ}L8pBKzeq, where τ |e “ τmax.
Proof. The estimate for u follows from Proposition 6.3 and a scaling argument. Note first
that by (102) we can study the error on the reference element. Doing as in (103), we have
ppΠHDGpu, wq pK “ ppu, wq pK @w P Pk´1p pKq,
xqτ pΠHDGpu, wyB pK “ xqτpu, wyB pK ` pxdiv pq, wq pK @w P PKk p pKq,
ppΠHDGpq, rq pK “ ppq, rq pK @r P Pk´1p pKq,
xpΠHDGpq ¨ n, µyB pKzpe “ xpq ¨ n, µyB pKzpe ` xqτppu´ pΠHDGpuq, µyB pKzpe @µ P RkpB pKzpeq,
where the transformation FK : pK Ñ K is chosen so that FKppeq “ e, where e P EpKq is
such that τ |e “ τmax. We apply first Proposition 6.3 with
f “ ~divq “ xdiv pq “ |JK |zdiv q, qτ˝ « τmaxhd´1K « }qτ}L8 , }qτ}L8pB pKzpeq À τ ‹hd´1K . (111)
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Then,
}u´ ΠHDGu}K « h
d
2
K}pu´ pΠHDGpu} pK (by (7) and (102))
À h
d
2
Kqτ´1˝ `}qτ}L8 |pu|k`1, pK ` |xdiv pq|k, pK˘ (by Proposition 6.3)
À h
d
2
K |pu|k`1, pK ` τ´1maxh1´ d2K |JK ||zdiv q|k, pK (by (111))
À h
d
2
K |pu|k`1, pK ` τ´1maxh1` d2K |zdivq|k, pK (by (6))
À hk`1K
`
|u|k`1,K ` τ
´1
max|div q|k,K
˘
, (by (9))
and consequently
}pu´ ΠHDGpu}B pK À }pu´ ΠHDGpu}1, pK (trace theorem)
ď }pu´ pΠkpu}1, pK ` }pΠkpu´ pΠHDGpu|1, pK
À |pu|k`1, pK ` }pΠkpu´ pΠHDGpu} pK (compactness and finite dim.)
À |pu|k`1, pK ` }pu´ pΠHDGpu} pK
À h
´ d
2
K h
k`1
K
`
|u|k`1,K ` τ
´1
max|div q|k,K
˘
.
We then apply Proposition 6.4 with ε :“ pu´ pΠHDGpu, so that
}q´ ΠHDGq}K « h
1´ d
2
K }pq´ pΠHDGpq} pK (by (7) and (102))
À h
1´ d
2
K
`
|pq|
k`1, pK ` }qτ}L8pB pKzpeq}pu´ ΠHDGpu}B pK˘ (by Proposition 6.4)
À hk`1K |q|k`1,K ` τ
‹h
d
2
K}pu´ ΠHDGpu}B pK (by (9) and (111))
À hk`1K
`
|q|k`1,K ` τ
‹}u|k`1,K ` τ
‹ τ´1max|divq|k,K
˘
À hk`1K
`
|q|k`1,K ` τ
‹|u|k`1,K
˘
.
This finishes the proof.
An important observation. The entire analysis holds if we change τ by ´τ in the
definition of the projection. This is equivalent to changing the orientation of the normal
vector and, as such, to a simple change of signs in some terms in the right-hand sides of
the decoupled problems (103).
6.4 Error analysis: energy arguments
Error equations. We start by redefining the local projections: we take pΠq,Πuq to be
the local HDG projection and Pu to be (again) the orthogonal projection onto Mh. The
discrete errors are the same quantities that we defined in (39)
ε
q
h :“ Πq´ qh P Vh, ε
u
h :“ Πu´ uh PWh, pεuh :“ Pu´ puh PMh.
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We will also consider the error in the fluxes:
pεqh :“ Πq ¨ n` τpΠu´ Puq ´ `qh ¨ n` τpuh ´ puhq˘
“ εqh ¨ n` τpε
u
h ´ pεuhq
“ Ppq ¨ nq ´
`
qh ¨ n` τpuh ´ puhq˘ (see (99c))
“ Ppq ¨ nq ´ pqh ¨ n. (see (97))
This is how HDG projections and HDG equations interact:
pκ´1Πq, rqTh ´ pΠu, div rqTh ` xPu, r ¨ nyBTh “ pκ
´1pΠq´ qq, rqTh @r P Vh, (112a)
pdivΠq, wqTh ` xτpΠu´ Puq, wyBTh “ pf, wqTh @w P Wh, (112b)
xΠq ¨ n` τpΠu ´ Puq, µyBThzΓ “ 0 @µ PM
˝
h , (112c)
xPu, µyΓ “ xu0, µyΓ @µ PM
Γ
h . (112d)
Note that we have used the weak commutativity property (101) in (112b). The error
equations are the difference between the latter and the HDG equations (99):
pκ´1εqh, rqTh ´ pε
u
h, div rqTh ` xpεuh, r ¨ nyBTh “ pκ´1pΠq´ qq, rqTh @r P Vh, (113a)
pdiv εqh, wqTh ` xτpε
u
h ´ pεuhq, wyBTh “ 0 @w PWh, (113b)
xεqh ¨ n` τpε
u
h ´ pεuhq, µyBThzΓ “ 0 @µ P M˝h , (113c)
xpεuh, µyΓ “ 0 @µ P MΓh . (113d)
Once again, these equations replicate faithfully the error equations for mixed methods:
taking τ “ 0, we obtain again the error equations for RT (38) and BDM (Section 5.4),
with new polynomial spaces and projections though.
Energy estimate. Testing equations (113) with pεuh, ε
u
h,´pεuh,´pεqhq and adding the re-
sults we obtain an energy identity
pκ´1εqh, ε
q
hqTh ` xτpε
u
h ´ pεuhq, εuh ´ pεuhyBTh “ pκ´1pΠq´ qq, εqhqTh, (114)
and a corresponding energy estimate that uses a parameter dependent seminorm
|µ|τ :“ xτ µ, µy
1{2
BTh
“
´ ÿ
KPTh
xτ µ, µyBK
¯1{2
,
}εqh}
2
κ´1 ` |ε
u
h ´ pεuh|2τ ď }Πq ´ q}2κ´1. (115)
An estimate for the flux. As we saw in Section 3.2 (right before proving (43)), we
can bound
h
1
2
K}p ¨ n}BK À }p}K @p P PkpKq,
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and therefore
}pεqh}h ď }εqh ¨ n}h ` }τpεuh ´ pεuhq}h À }εqh}Ω `max
KPTh
hK}τ}L8pBKq |ε
u
h ´ pεuh|τ ,
which together with the energy estimate (115) yield our second estimate for HDG
}pεqh}h À `1`max
KPTh
hK}τ}L8pBKq
˘
}Πq´ q}κ´1. (116)
Bound for pεuh. If k ě 1, the can locally lift the value pεuh using the BDM lifting of
Proposition 5.4. The arguments used to prove (94) are still valid, since they rely on the
existence of a local lifting to the test space Vh and on the first error equation. We thus
have
}pεuh}h À }εuh}Ω ` h}q´ qh}κ´1 for k ě 1. (117)
This argument will guarantee superconvergence of puh to Pu whenever uh superconverges
to Πu. This will be the goal of the next section.
6.5 Error analysis: duality arguments
Estimates by duality arguments. In order to avoid some lengthy computations that
have appeared in previous treatments of the duality arguments, we will use the more
systematic approach of Section 4.5. The first step is the consideration of a dual problem:
κ´1ξ ´∇θ “ 0 in Ω, (118a)
´div ξ “ εuh in Ω, (118b)
θ “ 0 on Γ. (118c)
Because the balance of signs between ξ and θ has changed, we will call pΠξ,Πθq to the
HDG projection corresponding to ´τ (see the last comment of Section 6.3). We now
write some equations satisfied by the projections, namely what does for equations (112)
for problem (118))
pκ´1Πξ, rqTh ` pΠθ, div rqTh ´ xPθ, r ¨ nyBTh “ pκ
´1pΠξ ´ ξq, rqTh @r P Vh,
´ pdivΠξ, wqTh ` xτpΠθ ´ Pθq, wyBTh “ pε
u
h, wqTh @w PWh,
xΠξ ¨ n´ τpΠθ ´ Pθq, µyBThzΓ “ 0 @µ PM
˝
h ,
xPθ, µyΓ “ 0 @µ PM
Γ
h .
Note how the second equation –the weak commutativity property–, and the third equation
–the action of the projection on faces– have changed signs because of the fact the we are
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using ´τ instead of τ . We next go ahead and test with the errors of the solution to the
HDG equation. We are going to align everything in a careful way, since we want to add
by columns instead of by rows:
pκ´1Πξ, εqhqTh ` pΠθ, div ε
q
hqTh ´ xPθ, ε
q
h ¨ nyBThzΓ “ pκ
´1pΠξ ´ ξq, εqhqTh ,
´ pdivΠξ, εuhqTh ` xτΠθ, ε
u
hyBTh ´ xτPθ, ε
u
hyBThzΓ “ }ε
u
h}
2
Ω,
xΠξ ¨ n, pεuhyBTh ´ xτΠθ, pεuhyBTh ` xτPθ, pεuhyBThzΓ “ 0.
In between, we have used that pεuh “ 0 on Γ (this was the fourth error equation (113d))
and Pθ “ 0 on Γ. We now sume these three equalities, but organize terms by column:
}εuh}
2
Ω ` pκ
´1pΠξ ´ ξq, εqhqTh “pκ
´1Πξ, εqhqTh ´ pdivΠξ, ε
u
hqTh ` xΠξ ¨ n, pεuhyBTh
` pΠθ, div εqhqTh ` xτΠθ, ε
u
hyBTh ´ xτΠθ, pεuhyBTh
´ xPθ, εqh ¨ nyBThzΓ ´ xτPθ, ε
u
hyBThzΓ ` xτPθ, pεuhyBThzΓ
“pΠξ, κ´1εqhqTh ´ pdivΠξ, ε
u
hqTh ` xΠξ ¨ n, pεuhyBTh
` pΠθ, div εqhqTh ` xΠθ, τpε
u
h ´ pεuhqyBTh
´ xPθ, εqh ¨ n` τpε
u
h ´ pεuhqyBThzΓ
“pΠξ, κ´1pΠq´ qqqTh,
where we have used the error equations (113). What is left is a simple reorganization of
terms in the above equality:
}εuh}
2
Ω “ pΠξ, κ
´1pΠq´ qqqTh ´ pΠξ ´ ξ, κ
´1pΠq´ qhqqTh
“ pΠξ ´ ξ, κ´1pqh ´ qqqTh ` pξ, κ
´1pΠq´ qqqTh (add and substract ξ)
“ pΠξ ´ ξ, κ´1pqh ´ qqqTh ` p∇θ,Πq ´ qqTh (by equation (118a))
“ pΠξ ´ ξ, κ´1pq ´ qhqqTh ` p∇θ ´Πk´1∇θ,Πq´ qqTh .
Let us write this as an inequality:
}εuh}
2
Ω ď}Πξ ´ ξ}Th}κ
´1{2}L8}qh ´ q}κ´1 ` }∇θ ´Πk´1θ}Th}κ
1{2}L8}Πq´ q}κ´1
À
`
}Πξ ´ ξ}Th ` }∇θ ´Πk´1θ}Th}q}Πq´ q}κ´1.
Assuming regularity
}ξ}1Ω ` }θ}2,Ω ď Creg}ε
u
h}Ω
for the solution of (118), the above argument leads to
}εuh}Ω À h
mintk,1u}Πq´ q}κ´1, (119)
and hence to superconvergence when k ě 1. For k “ 0, no regularity of the dual problem
is needed.
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Wrap up paragraph. The previous estimates together already studied of the HDG
projection and of the projection P, give the following table of convergence orders for
smooth solutions.
}q´ qh}Ω À h
k`1 }Πq ´ qh}Ω À h
k`1 (see (115))
}u´ uh}Ω À h
k`1 }Πu´ uh}Ω À h
k`1`mintk,1u (see (119))
}u´ puh}h À hk`1 }Pu´ puh}h À hk`2 (k ě 1 – see (117))
}q ¨ n´ pqh ¨ n}h À hk`1 }Ppq ¨ nq ´ pqh ¨ n}h À hk`1 (see (116))
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